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Headnote 

 

 Aboriginal Law – Specific Claim – Admissibility of Evidence - Report 

 

This specific claim arises from events leading to, during, and after the 1885 Riel Rebellion 
relating to Canada’s alleged withholding of treaty annuities from Beardy’s and Okemasis 
members. The Claimant asserts a breach of Canada's legal obligation relating to Canada’s 
withholding of of treaty annuity payments.   
 
The Crown acknowledges that at particular times, and as a result of Beardy and Okemasis’ 
involvement in the events relating to the Riel Rebellion, Treaty annuities were not paid to 
members of the Claimant Band.  
 

The Schwartz Report, at issue in this application, provides information pertaining to the 
creation of the Tribunal, its reach of jurisdiction, and legal argument and opinions on the 
instant application before the Tribunal. The Respondent seeks to exclude this Report which 
the Claimant has introduced in support of its response to the jurisdictional issue before the 
Tribunal. The Respondent objects to the admissibility of the Report on the basis that it 
includes legal opinions and historical recitations and facts that would best be drawn from the 
existing record.  
 
Held: The application is allowed, in part.  
 
Aspects of the Schwartz Report dealing with the application of international and labour law 
are not necessary and do not meet the established test for admissibility.  
 
However, the political and legislative histories leading to the enactment of the Act in the 
Report provides relevant context that may not be gleaned from an examination of the various 
documents referred to in the report if considered alone. This information is outside of the 
experience of the Tribunal as the trier of fact. To that extent, the content of the Schwartz 
report is admissible. 
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I. THE CLAIM 

[1]  This specific claim arises from events leading to, during, and after the 1885 Riel 

Rebellion relating to Canada’s alleged withholding of treaty annuities from Beardy’s and 

Okemasis members. The Claimant asserts a breach of Canada's legal obligation relating to 

Canada’s withholding of treaty annuity payments.   

 

[2]  The Crown acknowledges that at particular times, and as a result of Beardy and 

Okemasis’ involvement in the events relating to the Riel Rebellion, Treaty annuities were not 

paid to members of the Claimant Band.  

 
 
II. APPLICATION 

A. Applicant and relief sought 

[3]  Canada applies for an order that an expert report prepared by Bryan P. Schwartz not 

be admitted in evidence on the hearing of this specific claim. 

B. The Schwartz Opinion 

1. Introduction 

[4] Mr. Schwartz is a lawyer in private practice. His academic qualifications include a 

doctorate of law from Yale University in the United States. His doctoral dissertation was on 

constitutional reform with respect to Aboriginal Peoples. He has addressed aboriginal issues 

in several books and academic articles. He has appeared several times on interventions before 

the Supreme Court of Canada on issues involving the interpretation of historic treaties. 

[5] Mr. Schwartz has been a Senior Advisor to the Assembly of First Nations on the 

development of Specific claims Law and Policy since 1997. He was involved in negotiations 

with Canada in this respect from the inception of The Joint First Nations – Canada Task 

Force on Specific Claims Policy, 1998, to, and including, the creation of the Specific Claims 

Tribunal Act. 

[6] Mr. Schwartz’s report is directed to the question of whether the Tribunal has 

jurisdiction to adjudicate the claim to unpaid treaty annuities withheld by the Respondent 
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before, during and after the Riel Rebellion of 1885. Canada’s application to strike the claim 

was filed on May 22, 2012. The following are the grounds:  

i) The Specific Claims Tribunal does not have the jurisdiction to adjudicate upon 

this claim for the failure to pay treaty annuities.  

ii) Subsection 14(1) of the Act, limits claims filed with the Tribunal to claims based 

on the collective losses of a First Nation, or a band, that by definition consists of a 

“body of Indians” that hold assets “in common.” 

iii) Treaty annuities are individual entitlements, and consequently the Specific Claims 

Tribunal has no jurisdiction to adjudicate a claim for failure to pay treaty 

annuities.  

[7] Counsel for the Claimant tasked Mr. Schwartz on the terms of a retainer letter dated 

February 14, 2013:  

“The primary issue to be addressed in your report is whether a specific claim 
brought by a First Nation for the termination of treaty annuity payments to all 
members of a band is the type of claim that falls within the remedial scope of 
Canada’s Specific Claims Policy (the “Policy”) and/or the Specific Claims 
Tribunal Act (the “Act”). 

In addition to your professional experience and expertise, we would ask that your 
report canvass and review any relevant extrinsic evidence from negotiations, 
committee hearings, round tables, consultation meetings and Hansard. We 
recognize, however, that this is not an exhaustive list of relevant sources, and we 
encourage you to exercise your discretion to canvass any other evidence which 
you feel is germane to the issue.  

We do not require your report to provide any firm conclusions as to whether the 
Treaty Annuities Claim falls within the scope of the Policy or Act. Rather, we ask 
that you set out the relevant extrinsic evidence based on your expertise, 
experience and research to allow the Tribunal to make a fully informed decision 
respecting the ultimate question of whether the Treaty Annuities Claim falls 
within its adjudicative jurisdiction.” 

 

[8]  Under the title “Conceptual Models: Is the right to bring an annuities claim 

individual, collective or concurrent?” Mr. Schwartz purposes, by analogy to public 
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international law and labour law that treaty benefits provided to individuals may, in the event 

of a breach, be the subject of proceedings by either the individual beneficiary or the 

collectivity that is the signatory to the treaty.  

[9] In the following section, under the heading “Annuities and Standing to Bring Specific 

Claims in Historical Context” Mr. Schwartz discusses the question of standing to advance a 

treaty based claim as determined by a U.S. Court in an action brought by members of the 

Cayuga Nation. This, together with brief references to the advancement of the Cayuga Nation 

interests by international arbitration, and proceedings in Canada asserting a right to annuities 

under Treaty 19 of 1818, prefaces a discussion of provision for individual benefits under 

Treaties 1 and 6.  

[10]  Under the hearing “The History of Specific Claims Policy Statements and Statutes”, 

Mr. Schwartz traces the development of various policy statements and statutes on Specific 

claims, and reflects on the light shed by this material on the Specific Claims Tribunal Act. 

References to decided cases on standing in Canada to pursue annuity claims in the courts are 

discussed to give context to, and to some extent in form, the actions of government in 

measures taken along the way up to the creation of the Specific Claims Tribunal Act. This is 

followed by a section entitled “Justice at Last” which ties the December, 2006, Senate 

Committee report entitled “Negotiation of Confrontation: It’s Canada’s Choice” to the 

discussions between officials of the Assembly of First Nations and Canada and the specific 

provisions of the fruits of that labour, namely the Act. 

[11] Mr. Schwartz “Conclusion” stops well short of advancing an opinion of the ultimate 

questions to be decided by the Tribunal on Canada’s application to strike.  

C. General Observations   

 
[12] The report has two major themes: 

i. A legal argument, based on international law and labour law for concurrency 

among individual members of an Aboriginal Nation and the nation itself in the 
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ability to take proceedings when the other party, Canada, has failed to provide 

benefits to which there is an individual entitlement;  

ii. A chronology of historical events and actions taken jointly by Aboriginal 

organizations and the Government of Canada that accommodated in the 

creation of the Specific Claims Tribunal Act, and analysis, in that context, of 

legislative intention in relation to the eligibility of Specific Claims based on 

failure to pay treaty annuities for filing with the Tribunal.  

[13] The concurrency proposition is to a limited extent woven into the second component 

of the report, although not in a conclusory way. 

III. POSITION OF PARTIES 

A. Applicant 

[14] The Applicant argues:  

1. that the Schwartz report is a legal opinion on the issue that the Tribunal is to 

decide, whether or not the Act ought to be interpreted as granting the Tribunal 

the jurisdiction to decide claims involving treaty annuities; 

2. that the recitation and analysis in the Schwartz report of events leading to the 

enactment of the Act are unnecessary, as the Tribunal can draw its own 

conclusions from the referenced documentary record. 

B. Respondent on Application 

[15] The Respondent on the Application (the Claimant) argues that the Schwartz report is 

admissible as an expert opinion as it provides necessary information with respect to the 

legislative history of the Act and the political context in which it was drafted. This, it 

submits, will assist the Tribunal in drawing inferences about the intentions of parliament, 

section 14(1) of the Act, and the question whether the claim falls within or outside of the 

scope of the Tribunal’s jurisdiction. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Applicable Law 

[16] In R v Mohan, 1994 2 SCR 9, [Mohan] at paras. 17-21, the Supreme Court set out the 

test for admissibility of expert evidence: 

Admission of expert evidence depends on the application of the following criteria: 

(a) relevance; 

(b) necessity in assisting the trier of fact; 

(c) the absence of any exclusionary rule; 

(d) a properly qualified expert. 

 

[17] In Squamish Indian Band v R, 1998 144 FTR 106, (FCTD) [Mathias], the Federal 

Court disallowed two expert reports, following the Mohan criteria. The Court said it did not 

require expert assistance to interpret sections of the Indian Act and form conclusions about 

the probable effect of the provisions. It further concluded that a report proffered as an expert 

opinion that consisted in large measure of legal argument was inadmissible in its entirety 

because it would not assist the Court as trier of fact. 

[18] In Samson Indian Nation & Band v. Canada, 2001 199 FTR 125, [Samson], the 

Federal Court considered the criterion of necessity from Mohan and noted that Mathias 

elaborated on the criterion so that “where a question falls within the knowledge and 

experience of the triers of fact, there is no need for expert evidence and an opinion will not 

be received.” 

[19] In Syrek v Canada, 2009 FCA 53, the Federal Court of Appeal affirmed the principle 

that opinion evidence on questions of law should not be admitted (at paras. 28-29). 

B. Finding 

[20] The Schwartz report does not come to a conclusion on the question whether the 

Tribunal has jurisdiction under section 14(1)(a) of the Act to adjudicate a claim based on 

non-payment of annuities to members of a First Nation. It does, however, conclude that it is 

open to the Tribunal to find it has jurisdiction, based on the author's analysis of the political 
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and legislative history of the Act, and his legal analysis based on public international law and 

labour law. To this extent, I find that the report does not meet the test of necessity. The 

content would more appropriately be presented as submissions on the issue. 

[21] I turn now to the question whether the portion of the Schwartz report that addresses 

the political and legislative history of the Act is admissible in evidence.  

[22] On the test in Mohan, the evidence must be relevant. 

[23] In R v Blais, 2003 SCC 44 [Blais], the Supreme Court affirmed the importance of a 

contextual approach to statutory interpretation: 

The starting point in this endeavour is that a statute — and this includes statutes of 
constitutional force — must be interpreted in accordance with the meaning of its 
words, considered in context and with a view to the purpose they were intended to 
serve: see E.A. Driedger, Construction of Statutes (2nd ed. 1983), at p. 87. As P.-
A. Côté stated in the third edition of his treatise, "Any interpretation that divorces 
legal expression from the context of its enactment may produce absurd results" 
(The Interpretation of Legislation in Canada (3rd ed. 2000), at p. 290.) 

[24] On an application of Mohan, the question is whether the evidence provides 

information which is “likely to be outside the experience and knowledge of a judge or jury”. 

(para. 26). 

[25] The exposition of the political and legislative history leading to the enactment of the 

Act provides relevant context that may not be gleaned from an examination of the various 

documents referred to in the report if considered alone. This information is outside of the 

experience of the Tribunal as the trier of fact. To that extent, the content of the Schwartz 

report is admissible. 

[26] To the extent that this portion of the report includes case law, it is part of the 

contextual analysis and is admissible. 
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V. ORDER  

[27] The Application is allowed in part. 

[28] Attachment A to these reasons is a copy of the Schwartz Report showing the 

admissible and inadmissible content. The respondent may introduce in evidence a revised 

report containing the admissible portions of the Schwartz report. This may be supplemented 

by additional text to the extent that it may enhance the report’s overall coherence and 

readability. 

 
 
 
 
       HARRY SLADE 

 ________________________________ 

 Honourable Harry Slade 
 Specific Claims Tribunal Canada 
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Legal Opinion Prepared by: Bryan P. Schwartz

April 30, 2013

Privileged and Confidential

Opinion re: Beardy and Okemasis Bands Case
("Annuities Claim")

Preface

This preface is intended to address the following provision of the Rules of Practice and

Procedure for the Specific Claims Tribunal:

"88. An expert report referred to in this Part must be signed and dated by the expert and

include the following information and documents:

a) the name, business address and email address of the expert;

b) the expert's curriculum vitae and a statement indicating how their training, education and

experience qualify them to produce the report;

c) any matters addressed in the report that fall outside the expert's area of expertise;

d) an account of the nature of the request to prepare the report and of any directions the

expert has received for its preparation;

e) a summary of the opinions expressed in the report;

f) the facts and assumptions on which the expert's opinions are based;

g) any caveats or qualifications that are necessary to render the report complete and

accurate;

h) identification of any literature or other materials that the expert relied on in support of the

opinions expressed in the report; and

i) if the report is prepared in response or in reply to another expert's report, identification of

the points of agreement and disagreement with that other report."

152242118147110.2
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In order to address the requirements of the Rules of Practice and Procedure for the Specific

Claims Tribunal the following information is provided:

a) Name, Business Address and E-mail Address:

Bryan P. Schwartz, clo Maureen Ewasko, Pitblado LLP, 2500 - 360 Main Street,

Winnipeg Manitoba, R3C 4H6. E-mail address:bryanpschwartz@gmail.com

b) Curriculum Vitae:

Aboriginal law, including treaty rights: With respect to aboriginal law, generally my

doctorate of law dissertation at Yale was on constitutional reform with respect to

aboriginal peoples. "First Principles, Second Thoughts" was based on that work, and

has several times been cited by the Supreme Court of Canada. Since then, I have

addressed aboriginal issues in a number of my other books on constitutional reform and

in academic articles. I have appeared a number of times at the Supreme Court of

Canada in interventions by the Assembly of First Nations ("AFN") on issues involving the

interpretation of historic treaties (e.g., Mikisew) or modern ones (Moses) as well as other

legal questions concerning First Nations.

International Law: I have taught a course in Public International Law a number of times,

and many times taught International Trade Law since being appointed the Asper

Professor of International Business and Trade Law. I have also been appointed to two

Chapter 11 dispute settlement tribunals under the North American Free Trade

Agreement ("NAFTA").1

Labour Law: I have taught Labour Law for the past five or six years. I have been on the

list of federal adjudicators under Part III of the Canada Labour Code since 1994 and

delivered many awards over the years. I recently argued, successfully, a labour law

case at the Supreme Court of Canada, Nor-Man Regional Health Authority Inc. v.

Manitoba Association of Health Care Professionals, [2011] SCC 59, 3 SCR 616.

Specific Claims: I have been a senior advisor to the Assembly of First Nations on the

development of specific claims law and policy since 1997. I was involved in discussions

17 December 1992, Can TS 1994 No 2, 32 ILM 289 (entered into force 1 January 1994)
[NAFTA].
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and negotiations with Canada in this respect since the development of the Joint Task

Force Report in 1998, and during the time of the Specific Claims Resolution Act: and the

Specific Claims Tribunal Acr.

Legislative Process: I have taught legislative process for several decades, and am the

editor of an academic journal that addresses this subject, and have written numerous

articles in the area. I have also been involved in many contexts with advising clients

dealing with the government on the drafting of legislation, and engaged in exercises with

federal government officials on the drafting of various model bills on specific claims.

c) Areas outside my expertise related to this report:

None that I am aware.

d) Nature of the Request for an Opinion:

Addressed in the section "Terms of Reference for this expert report".

e) Summary of the Opinion:

The opinion provides, as background, some conceptual models and case law

developments concerning the issue of whether a band has standing to bring an annuities

claim under Treaty 6. It can be argued that the right to bring an annuity claim is

exclusively individual, exclusively collective, or at least in some respects concurrent. It is

suggested that there are some conceptually and historically problematic features to

adopting the exclusively individual model. It is further suggested that there are

international law and labour law analogies that would support adopting the view that

standing to bring annuities claims can be exclusively or concurrently collective. The

Canadian case law to date does not provide specific and definitive guidance on which

model is appropriate in the context of a Treaty 6 annuities claim.

The opinion then explores the public record on the development of the SCTA4
. The

record does not seem to reveal that the framers of the SCTA or its predecessors

2

3

4

SC 2003, C 23, as repealed by 2008, c. 22, 5. 52 [SCRA].

SC 2008, C 22 [SCTA].

Ibid.
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specifically considered the issue. Outstanding Business5 mentions annuities as among

treaty benefits, and provides no specific indication they should be treated differently from

other benefits where treaties are breached or not fulfilled and a band brings forward a

specific claim. Various model bills and actual legislation after Outstanding Business

adopt language to the effect that a band should be compensated for "its losses". There

is nothing in the record, however, that specifically supports the view that the framers had

any intent to exclude some kinds of annuity claims. There is, however, one interpretive

signal in the SCTA that might be quite significant. The SCTA specifically contemplates

that at least some treaty claims involving the provision of agricultural implements ("cows

and ploughs" claims) can be brought. Given the clear admissibility of such claims, the

question becomes even more acute whether it is tenable, in logical and historical terms,

to exclude, on the "strictly individual" model, other benefits set out in the very same

treaties, such as annuities.

The SCTA refers to "lawful obligations" and with respect to compensation, the principles

applied by the courts. The author's view is that the Tribunal would be justified in

interpreting the relevant provisions of the SCTA in light of established legal principles

concerning such matters as the interpretation of historic treaties and in respect of the

individual, collective or concurrent nature of treaty rights.

f) Facts and Assumptions on which the Opinion is based:

The opinion relies only on public record documents. These are almost entirely available

at the specific claims website6 I created as a free resource to anyone interested in

specific claims from the academic, practitioner or public policy perspective. The author's

experience in the development of specific claims policy has been of assistance in

attempting to find and review public record documents, but no reliance has been placed

on the author's personal recollections or personal archives concerning confidential

negotiations.

Infra note 25.

6 Bryan Schwartz, Specific Claims Law, online: < http://www.specific-claims-Iaw.com/>.
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g) Caveats and Qualifications:

The opinion, as per instructions, does not purport to have canvassed all the evidence or

arguments that might be brought to bear on the standing issue in this case, or arrive at a

certain conclusion. It suggests some problematic features of the "exclusively individual"

approach to annuity claims, and suggests there does not appear to be specific support

for it in the history of the development of the SCTA.

The author continues to be involved as counsel for the AFN in developing specific claims

policy. This report is produced, however, strictly in the author's capacity as an

independent legal academic and practitioner, and I have not consulted with the AFN on

its contents. (In addition to the author academic writings, for another example of my

acting as an independent expert, please see my testimony before the House of

Commons Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development, April 2,

2008.)

h) Identification of Literature:

The author has relied on the case law, treaty texts and public record documents cited in

this opinion. All are a matter of public record. The author has made extensive use of

the electronic archives he has established at his specific claims website7 and conducted

some additional case law research and review of the academic literature in the

aboriginal, labour and intemationallaw area.

i) Response to other expert reports:

The author has not reviewed any other expert reports in this case.

7 Ibid.
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Terms ofReference for this Expert Report:

Retainer letter from Maurice Law, February 14, 2013:

"The primary issue to be addressed in your report is whether a specific claim brought by

a First Nation for the termination of treaty annuity payments to all members of a band is

the type of claim that falls within the remedial scope of Canada's Specific Claims Policy

(the "Policy") and/or the Specific Claims Tribunal Act (the "Act").

In addition to your professional experience and expertise, we would ask that your report

canvass and review any relevant extrinsic evidence from negotiations, committee

hearings, round tables, consultation meetings and Hansard. We recognize, however,

that this is not an exhaustive list of relevant sources, and we encourage you to exercise

your discretion canvass any other evidence which you feel is germane to the issue.

We do not require your report to provide any firm conclusions as to whether the Treaty

Annuities Claim falls within the scope of the Policy or the Act. Rather, we ask that you

set out the relevant extrinsic evidence based on your expertise, experience and research

to allow the Tribunal to make a fully informed decision respecting the ultimate question

of whether the Treaty Annuities Claim falls within its adjudicative jurisdiction."

Introduction

Canada has argued that under the Act a band can only bring a claim for "its" losses, and denial

of an annuity is a harm to an individual member, not to the band. Canada argues as follows,

according to the distillation of its position by the Tribunal in its decision in Beardy's and

Okemasis Band #96 and #97 v. Her Majesty The Queen in Right of CanadaB of July 6, 2012:

''The Crown acknowledges that annuities are a treaty right, but maintains that the loss is

to the individual member of the Band and not the collective. The Crown relies on Soldier

v. Canada 2009 MBCA 12, [2009] 4 W.W.R. 455:

Unlike the right to hunt, which belongs to the band collectively, the right to this

particular annuity belongs to each individual. The payments are not made to

the band or to the chiefs. There is a specific benefit in a specific amount to

8 (6 July 2012), SCT-5001-11, online: SCT <http://www.sct-trp.ca/> [Beardy].
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be paid to members of the band as individuals. If a certain individual entitled

to his or her annual treaty payment failed to retrieve that payment from the

Crown, the First Nation was not provided with those funds. While Mr. Sundown

could not exclude another member of the band from using the cabin, only Soldier

or Bone could collect their particular annuity payment. The dispute here is as to

the amount to be paid." [Emphasis added, para. 55]

This opinion will review chronologically the development of specific claims policy statements

and legislation. It will rely exclusively on a review of documents on the public record. This

chronological review of specific claims policy and legislation will be placed in a wider context of

the history of annuity payments and the development of the case law on whether individuals or

bands or both have standing to pursue them before the courts or tribunals. The conceptual and

case law context should help to provide a frame of reference in which to look for any relevant

signals by the drafters of various documents leading up to the enactment of the SCTA.

Conceptual Models: Is the right to bring an annuities claim individual, collective or

concurrent?

Canada appears to argue (at least in this case; it took the opposite position in Soldier) that the

treaty annuity right in Treaty 6 is exclusively an individual right. It may have been created

originally by a treaty, but its ongoing existence is as a right that is vested in an individual and the

individual only; the band as a distinct legal entity has the exclusive right to bring an action in

court or file a claim under the SCTA. There are many possible nuances to this position. One

might be that the Beardy First Nation has the authority as a collectivity to waive or renegotiate

the right, but unless and until it does only the individual can act to enforce it. (It might be that an

individual claim filed in court before that collective waiver or renegotiation takes place can still

proceed unless the individual himself chooses to abandon it.)

Another perspective might be that the annuity right is exclusively a collective right of a

Treaty 6 First Nation and an individual has no right to assert it before a court or the Specific

Claims Tribunal.

In between, there are models in which there is some concurrency; a situation might be one

in which both the individual and the collectivity to which they belong have remedial

9 Infra note 48.
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options. The denial of an annuity might be a matter that either the band or the individual

can advance in various arenas, including the courts, although an individual has no

standing to file the claim qua individual under the SeTA, and only the band can bring an

annuity claim.

Analogies in Support of the Concurrent Model

The Supreme Court of Canada has emphasized that First Nations' treaties are sui generis. 10

They do not fit into the routine category of commercial contract under the Canadian legal

system and they are not international treaties.

Other areas of law, both domestic and legislation, might however provide useful analogies for

the purpose of finding an appropriate conceptual scheme with respect to Indian Act11 annuities.

Public International Law

Public international law traditionally took the view that the actors in the system are sovereign

states, not individuals, corporations or other entities within a sovereign state.12 States create

the law. A rule of international law can only emerge with the consent of every state bound by it.

A treaty is only binding on a state that is party to it.

Public international law can, however, create rules concerning the treatment of non-state

entities such as individuals and corporations. For example, it might provide that a diplomat of

state A cannot be arrested in state 8; or that an investor from state A cannot be expropriated

without compensation by state B.

When a rule of international law regarding the treatment of state B's individual or corporation is

breached - let's call the injured entity b - then state 8 can seek a remedy from state A. State B

is said to exercise its right of diplomatic protection on behalf of b. The injury, in one sense

10

11

12

See Simon v. The Queen, [1985] 2 SCR 387 (available on CanLlI) (SCC) at para. 33.

RSC 1985, c 1-5.

See generally Andrea K. Bjorklun, "Private Rights and Public International Law: Why Competition
Among International Economic Law Tribunals is Not Working", (2007), 59 Hastings LJ 241.
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inflicted on b, is deemed to be an injury to state B itself13
. State B has the discretion whether to

espouse the claim, whether to settle it in whole or in part, whether to abandon it, and whether to

pay any compensation received from state A over to b.

The forum in which state B might proceed could be to present a diplomatic claim to state A. If

state A and B have previously agreed, the claim might be brought to an international body; in

some situations this might be an adjudicative body, like the International Court of Justice.

In modern times, public international law has tended to recognize more and more rights for

non-state entities. Individuals may have human rights. Corporations may have rights to fair

treatment as investors in another state. Another trend is that international law may provide that

the individual or corporation aggrieved may have standing, under customary international law or

a treaty, to bring a claim directly to an international dispute resolution forum. An individual might

be able to bring a human rights complaint to the International Human Rights Commission for a

nonbinding opinion. An investor might, under an international investment treaty, have the right

to directly bring the state that hosted the investment before an international arbitration panel,

which can issue a binding award.

In cases where individual or corporation b has been granted standing to directly bring a

complaint before an international forum, does state B still have a right to bring a claim in respect

of b?

The answer is often yes. Authority to bring a claim in respect of a breach of public international

law may be concurrent. State B might still have its right to bring a claim against A as a party

13 Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions (Greece v. U.K.) (1924), PCIJ (Ser. B) No 3 at 24: Article 26
of the Mandate, in giving jurisdiction to the Permanent Court of International Justice does not, in
fact, merely lay down that there must be a dispute which requires to be settled. It goes on to say
that the dispute must be between the Mandatory and another Member of the League of Nations.
This is undoubtedly the case in the present suit, since the claimant State, Greece, like Great
Britain, has from the outset belonged to the League of Nations. It is an elementary principle of
international law that a State is entitled to protect its subjects, when injured by acts contrary to
international law committed by another State. from whom they have been unable to obtain
satisfaction through the ordinary channels. By taking up the case of one of its subjects and by
resorting to diplomatic action or international judicial proceedings on his behalf, a State is in reality
asserting its own rights - its right to ensure, in the person of its subjects, respect for the rules of
international law. [Emphasis added], online:
WoridCourts <http://www.worldcourts.comlpcij/eng/decisions/1924.08.30_mavrommatis.htm>
cited in Nathaniel Burney, "International Law: A Brief Primer", online:
<http://www.scribd.comldoc/115369282/lnternational-law-Primer>.
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who has been injured by the breach of individual or corporation b's rights, even though b might

be able to bring a complaint directly to a particular international forum. 14

Here are some examples from some international agreements to which Canada is a party.

Chapter 11 of NAFTA15 provides that an investor from the United States and Mexico who is

treated contrary to Chapter 11 substantive norms (e.g., no expropriation without compensation)

can bring a claim against Canada directly to an international arbitration panel. But Chapter 11

also says that its "private investor versus sovereign state" arbitral remedy does not affect the

right of a state to bring a complaint to a state-to-state dispute settling mechanism, including the

Free Trade Commission, established in Chapter 20 of NAFTA,16

More generally, the United Nations Draft Convention on Diplomatic Protection17 includes the

following provision:

14

15

16

17

There are a number of approaches with respect to how an agreement between states A and B
creates rights for b, an individual or corporation; see Bjorklun, supra note 12. One possible
approach is that state B has delegated its right of seeking redress against A to b. Another is that
the agreement between A and B is a contract that creates third party rights on the part of b. The
public intemational law on treaties is clear that A and B can create a right for a third party, at least if
it is a state; see the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 23 May 1969, 1155 UNTS 331, arts
35 - 38.

The common law of Canada has accepted that a contract between two parties can sometimes
create a defence for a third party (e.g. a contract between a and b may provide that neither b nor
b's employees (the third parties) are SUbject to liability in certain circumstances. Canadian law has
not yet clearly accepted that a contract between a and b can create a right on the part of third
party c that the latter can actively enforce against a, rather than using it as a shield;

Supra note 1.

Ibid: "Article 1115: Purpose".

Without prejudice to the rights and obligations of the Parties under Chapter Twenty (Institutional
Arrangements and Dispute Settlement Procedures), this Section establishes a mechanism for the
settlement of investment disputes that assures both equal treatment among investors of the Parties
in accordance with the principle of international reciprocity and due process before an impartial
tribunal." [Emphasis added]

International Law Commission, Yearbook of The International Law Commission, Volume 2, Part 2,
2006, online: UN < http://untreaty.un.org/ilcJpublications/yearbooks/yearbooks.htm>.
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Article 16

Actions or procedures other than diplomatic protection

The rights of States, natural persons, legal persons or other entities to resort under

international law to actions or procedures other than diplomatic protection to secure

redress for injury suffered as a result of an internationally wrongful act, are not affected

by the present draft articles."

To round out the analogy, First Nations and Canada can be viewed as analogues to sovereign

states in the public international law system. First Nations and Canada create norms, like

treaties. Under these treaties, rights may be created that relate to individuals or families, such

as the distribution of annuities or agricultural supplies. A First Nation has the authority to bring a

claim against Canada when such a norm is breached. The wrong is done to the First Nation as

well as to its individual members. There has been a denial of benefits promised by Canada in

return for benefits conferred by the First Nation under the treaty. The assurance that individuals

would receive their annuities was part of Canada's consideration. It may be that individual First

Nation's citizens can also bring claims. The law might provide, for example, that an individual

First Nation's citizen can bring an annuities claim on his behalf in the ordinary courts. But even

if that is the case, it is without prejudice to the right and power of a First Nation to bring the claim

itself against Canada and, in particular, to file it with the Minister and if necessary the Tribunal

under the SCTA.

The Labour Law Analogy

In Collective Bargaining law there is one single agreement, not a bundle of individual

contracts. 18 Many provisions of a collective agreement give rights to individual employees; e.g.,

employees who are in the same classification under a collective agreement will receive so much

salary, vacation days and so on. If those provisions are breached in respect of an individual

employer, ordinarily the union brings the grievance.

By analogy, the fact that a treaty creates rights for employees, which may be the same of all

employees or vary among them, does not obviate the fact that it is the union that brings

grievances. An employee's wages may be viewed as similar to annuity payments. The

collective (the union) that negotiates the agreement that stipulates how much a particular

18 See McGavin Toastmaster Ltd. v. Ainscough, [1976] 1 SCR 718, (available on CanLlI) (SCC).
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employee will be paid can bring a grievance when that employer does not follow through. By

analogy, arguably a First Nation that negotiated a treaty involving annuity payments can bring a

specific claim when that annuity is not paid, whether to one individual or many.

Collective agreements can and do provide provisions whereby the employee has the right to

seek review of a situation by manager, or to appeal an initial decision to a higher level within

management, rather than immediately seeking to have the union bring a grievance in respect of

the situation.19 It might be that an individual member of a band can file a claim for a treaty

annuity payment with the Government of Canada or appeal to some higher level within Canada

if the application is denied, or even bring a claim in court, but that the band can still bring a

specific claim if the annuity is not paid to an individual, or some group of them, based on the fact

that the Crown has not honoured a treaty obligation to the First Nation.20

19 See e.g. Collective Agreement between Assiniboine Community College and The Manitoba
Government Employees Union, June 20, 2009 to June 28, 2013, online: MGEU

<http://www.mgeu.ca/links/acc_-june_20_2009_tojune_28_2013_(14_final)_editjan_05-11.pdf>;

"Appeal procedure:

(i) An instructor who wishes a review of his/her workload shall apply to the appropriate dean, or
designate, within five (5) working days of receiving the assignment from the chair. The dean, or
designate, shall render a decision within five (5) working days of receipt of the appeal.
(ii) An instructor who is dissatisfied with the decision of the dean, or designate, may submit
his/her complaint to the appropriate Vice-President, or designate, within five (5) working days of
receipt of the dean's, or designate's decision and the Vice-President, or designate, shall render
his/her decision within five (5) working days of receipt of the complaint.
(iii) The time limits may be extended by mutual agreement between the parties.
(iv) If the above procedures fail to resolve the issues the matter may be submitted to arbitration
in accordance with Article 48 of this Agreement [which provides for unions to bring grievances].

In Papaschase Indian Band (Descendants of) v. Canada (Attorney Genera!), 2004 ABQB 655 at
para 175 (available on CanLlI) [Papaschase], the court says in an obiter statement:

"There are personal or private rights of an aboriginal nature. For example, the right to be a
member of a particular First Nation is such a personal right, and it could be enforced by an
individual claiming membership. This type of Aboriginal right would pass by ancestry, in the
sense that if a person gained or lost band membership, that would have an effect on the
membership status of his or her descendants. This type of right could not be transferred or
sold, and it could not be distributed in a will. A second type of personal aboriginal right is
exemplified by the right to receive annual payments under a Treaty. If this sum was not paid,
the individual band member could sue for it, and the right to collect it would pass to his or her
heirs. Other personal aboriginal rights, such as the right to occupy a particular part of a
Reserve, could be lett by will, subject to some statutory restrictions: Indian Act, ss. 59-60. A
third type of personal right is the right to hunt, which is collectively held, but which could be
raised as a defence by an individual charged with illegal hunting." [Emphasis added]
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Annuities and Standing to Bring Specific Claims in Historic Context

Origins in the United States

There appears to be a consensus that some of the inspiration for incorporating annuities into

treaties was treaty making practice involving federal and state governments and Indian tribes.

One of the first treaties to do so involved the Cayuga Indians. A remarkable series of events

then followed with respect to the issue of standing to bring claims of breaches of annuity

obligations on the part of New York State.

The Cayuga Indians were originally based in New York State. They entered into a treaty

relationship with New York State under which the Cayuga Nation was promised an annuity in

perpetuity. During the American Revolution the Cayuga Nation took the side of Great Britain.

Their traditional territory was invaded by Continental soldiers, and many members of the

Cayuga Nation relocated to Canada. New York State declined to pay annuities to those

members of the Cayuga Nation who had become residents of Canada.

The portion of the Cayuga Nation living in Canada eventually brought a claim in New York State

Court. In That Portion of the Cayuga Indians Residing in Canada. v state21
, the claim was

rejected on the basis of standing. The treaty was a public agreement between the Cayuga

Nation and the State of New York, reasoned the New York Court of Appeal. Only the Cayuga

Nation could bring a claim, not an individual or group of individuals within the Cayuga Nation.

The Court concluded as follows:

" If we look below the title we find the cause of action is a treaty stipUlation

between 'The State of New York' and 'The Cayuga Nation of Indians'. Its purpose was

The Court does not consider, let alone reject, the concept of concurrency - that even if an individual
can bring an annuity claim in some forums, the band can itself bring a claim in the same or different
forums. The court's first example is of denial of band membership; it may be that an individual can
complain in some forums about that denial, but it may also be that the band can bring a complaint
that its own collective rights have been infringed by denying the band the benefit of including that
member. Under the Indian Act, either an individual or the band can launch a protest against either
the inclusion or non-inclusion of a name on the Department's band membership list; Indian Act,
supra note 11 s. 14.2(2). The third example given by the court is that an individual can raise a
treaty right to hunt as a defence against a charge. Yet the court acknowledges the right is
"collectively held", and does not in any way suggest that the band itself would lack standing to bring
to court a complaint that one or more of its members have been denied treaty-guaranteed rights to
hunt.

21 54 Sickels 235,99 NY 235, 1 NE 770 (CA NY) (1885).
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the acquisition of the Indian title to lands within this state by the payment of money

annually to that nation. It concerned on one side the general interests of the state, and

on the other the whole body of the Cayuga nation. Within any meaning of the words,

therefore, the transaction was public, and in no sense private. The treaties were made

by competent authority, and are obligatory upon both parties. But, if violated by either,

the other contracting party can alone demand satisfaction; and neither a citizen of the

state nor a member of the 'Indian Nation,' nor any portion of these members, unless

recognized by the state as such, can complain. That Portion of the Cayuga Nation, etc.,

v. Commissioners, supra. If, as the learned counsel for the appellants contend, the

relators have 'neither a country nor a government, nor independent functions or powers,'

they do not thereby acquire individual or general rights. If they have separated from

their tribe, it is immaterial. So long as the state recognizes the tribal organization as

existing, and deals with it as a nation, the courts and officers of the state must so regard

it. The relators, however, still claim to be a portion of the nation, and so admit its actual

existence. The claim they put forward has no color except from that fact, nor have they

any title or interest separate from that of their tribe. If the claim exists at all, it is not a

private one, and consequently the board of claims properly dismissed it."

[Emphasis added]

Great Britain eventually exercised its own right of diplomatic protection in respect of the Cayuga.

It claimed that the United States had failed to honour the provisions of the Treaty of Ghrent.

between Canada and the United States, concerning the restoration of the rights of the Cayuga.

The Cayuga in Canada were British subjects, so Great Britain could bring to international

arbitration a claim against the United States in respect of the breach of that treaty. The

international arbitration panel ruled in favour of Great Britain, Cayuga Indians (Great Britain) v.

United States.22

Some of the early treaties in Canadian practice, like the Cayuga treaty, promised an annuity to

the nation as a whole. In Henry v Canada,23 the exchequer court granted a declaration that

there were arrears owing under Treaty 19, which was signed in 1818.24 The action had been

brought by the Chief and Councillors on their own behalf and on behalf of all other members of

22

23

24

(1926),6 RIM 173.

(1905),9 Ex CR 417.

Canada, Indian Treaties and Surrenders, (Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1992) vol 1 at pages 47 to 48.
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the Nation, and by the First Nation. The case report does not disclose any debate or concern

on the part of the Crown about standing issues.

I will not explore in detail the language or negotiating history of the numbered treaties, leading

up to Treaty Six, which refers to individual payments. It is my understanding that another expert

report is being done on the history.

I would offer just a few observations.

The language of the annuity clauses (and "signing bonus" clauses) appears to vary within

treaties and among them.

In Treaty One, annuities are paid to "each family" of five persons, scaled up or down depending

on the size of the family, payable in goods at Montreal market price, or, if the Crown deems it

advisable, in cash. The immediate payment to each person - each "man, woman and child" as

a "present" at the time of signing was three dollars. It is not obvious that the drafters had in

mind that the annuities were a "family right" and the immediate payments an individual right.

The core idea seemed to be that "each member will receive $X worth of benefits" and it is not

obvious that there was any particular intent in the nuances of the phrase "man, woman and

child" as opposed to "each family". In Treaty 4, the annuity clause refers to distributing "in

families" and at "a place or places appointed for that purpose within the territory ceded".

The analysis will now focus on Treaty Six. Annuity payments and the immediate "signing

payment" are, as in other treaties, not the only benefits whose amount is tied to the number of

individuals in the First Nation. There is a paragraph dealing with supplying implements for

carrying on agriculture. It might be noted that:

• some implements (hoes) are to be transferred to each family actually cultivating;

• some implements are to be distributed on the basis of one to every three families;

• some implements are to be distributed to the Chief for the benefit of the band.

It might be at least asked whether the intent of either party was that there was a clear cut and

advised difference in the legal nature of the rights concerned; that there was an intent on either

side to create categories of rights such as "individual rights", "family rights", "trio of family

rights", "chief rights" and so on.
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It might be argued that Treaty Six was, first and foremost, a government to government

agreement. A package of benefits flowed to the First Nations in return for a package of benefits

flowing to the Crown. In the package for First Nations, some rights are more of a collective

nature (reserves, rather than individual land holdings) and some are geared more to being

enjoyed on a family or individual basis. But stepping back and looking at the overall bargain, on

its part the First Nation was making concessions to the Crown concerning rights relating to the

entire nation - such as sharing or surrendering some of its rights to its traditional land base.

With these concessions at a national level in mind, does it make sense that the same nation had

no standing to enforce the annuity part of the overall bargain inasmuch as they are "individual"

rights? If this is indeed the case, the nation would have irrevocably compromised some rights of

national concern but would have no way to secure compliance with key aspects of the

compensation package.

A strict divide between allegedly collective and individual rights might be questioned from

another standpoint: that of maintaining a viable community on the reserves that were being

created. Part of the overall economy, the treaties seem to contemplate, would derive from the

residents taking up agriculture. Perhaps it was also contemplated that another part of

maintaining viability of that community as a whole was that individuals or families would receive

a steady stream of annuities?

A further point that might be made is that in every treaty a member's right to be paid an annuity,

and the amount of it, is contingent on whether the individual has acquired and maintains

membership in that First Nation.

In Blueberry River Indian Band v. Canada, 2001 FCA 67 at para 18, Rothstein JA noted:

"The right of a member of a band in a reserve cannot therefore be an interest in an

individual sense because the interest does not follow the member when he or she leaves

the band. And indeed, by simply joining another band, the individual becomes entitled to

an interest in common in the lands of that band."

A band member's interest in an annuity - even if paid directly to that individual under Treaty 6 

is similarly dependent on that member becoming and remaining part of the First Nation that is

party to the treaty. A band member who leaves the band and joins another might no longer

receive an annuity (because the new band does not have treaty rights in this respect) or might

start receiving a larger or smaller amount.
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A theory that a right to an annuity is strictly an individual right and can only be asserted by an

individual, arguably does not sit comfortably with the fact that the right has no existence outside

of the individual's membership in a First Nation that has a treaty relationship with the Crown.

The History of Specific Claims Policy Statements and Statutes

The next step in this analysis is to follow the development of various policy statements and

statutes on specific claims and reflect on what light that sheds on the current SCTA as it was

finally enacted.

Leading up to Canada's issue of Outstanding Business25 in 1982, there is little case law that

would provide context for understanding how that statement should be construed in relation to

whether annuities can be rights of an exclusively individual nature. As a Senate of Canada

Committee Report points out, "from 1927 to 1951, First Nations were prohibited by the Indian

Act from raising money or hiring lawyers to pursue their claims".26 As late as 1991 it was still an

open question whether bands were legal entities that had standing in court.27

One legislative proposal that preceded the promulgation of Outstanding Business was the

introduction of a bill in 1963 with the short title the Indian Claims Act.28 The classes of claims

that could be brought included: s. 5(d), "that the Crown failed to discharge any obligation to

Indians living in any area that now forms part of Canada, arising under any treaty, agreement or

undertaking". That language is certainly broad enough to include disputes over the nature and

25

26

27

28

Canada, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs and Northern Development, Outstanding
Business: A Native Claims Policy, (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1982, reproduced in
1993).

Canada, Senate, The Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples, Negotiation or
Confrontation: It's Canada's Choice (30 May 2006) at 3 (Chair: Gerry St. Germain) online:
Parliament of Canada
<http://www.parl.gc.calContenUSEN/Committee/391/abor/rep/rep05dec06pdf-e.htm>.

See Wewayakum Indian Band v. Wewayakai Indian Band, [1991] 3 FC 420 at 18, 42 FTR 40,
[1992] 2 CNLR 177, 25 ACWS (3d) 1173 where Addy J stated "In Martin v. BC (Govt.) (1986), 3
BCLR (2d) 60 (S.C.), McEachern CJSC, as he then was, stated that the question was still open
whether Indian bands were judicial persons capable of suing or being sued and therefore
recommended in that case that the plaintiff members of Council and their Chief bring their action in
a representative capacity."

Canada, Bill C-13, An Act to provide for the Disposition of Indian C/aims,1st Sess, 26th Pari, 1963,
(first reading 14 December 1963), [the 1963 bill] online: Schwartz, supra note 6
<http://www.specific-claims-Iaw.com/images/stories/specific_claims_docs/07-legislation/Bi11_C
130/BiIIC-130FirstReadingDecember14-1963.pdf>.
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implementation of treaty commitments to pay annuities. No significance can reasonably be

drawn from the fact that the reference is to "any obligation to Indians" rather than to "an Indian".

According to the Interpretation Act,29 "Words in the singular include the plural, and words in the

plural include the singular". Section 5 of the Bill was headed "Who may bring a claim", and the

answer provided was essentially an authorized individual (such as a chief, or even an adult

member of the band authorized by band members to do so) "on behalf of the band".

Outstanding Business is cast in fairly similar terms. The classes of claims that can be brought is

again stated in broad terms, including:

"THE POLICY: A RENEWED APPROACH TO SETTLING SPECIFIC CLAIMS

1) Lawful Obligation

The government's policy on specific claims is that it will recognize claims by Indian

bands which disclose an outstanding "lawful obligation", i.e., an obligation derived from

the law on the part of the federal government. A lawful obligation may arise in any of the

following circumstances:

i) The non-fulfillment of a treaty or agreement between Indians and the

Crown.

ii) A breach of an obligation arising out of the Indian Act or other statutes

pertaining to Indians and the regulations thereunder.

iii) A breach of an obligation arising out of government administration of Indian

funds or other assets.

iv) An illegal disposition of Indian land.

2) Beyond Lawful Obligation

In addition to the foregoing, the government is prepared to acknowledge claims which

are based on the following circumstances:

29 RSC 1985, C 1-21, S 5(d).
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i) Failure to provide compensation for reserve lands taken or damaged by the

federal government or any of its agencies under authority.

ii) Fraud in connection with the acquisition or disposition of Indian reserve

land by employees or agents of the federal government, in cases where the

fraud can be clearly demonstrated.,,30

In Outstanding Business, as in the 1963 bill, the classes of claims are therefore stated broadly.

Early in the report Canada states:

"The term "specific claims" with which this booklet deals refers to those claims which

relate to the administration of land and other Indian assets and to the fulfillment of

treaties. ,,31

The latter phrase "non-fulfillment of a treaty or agreement between Indians and the claim" does

not on its face exclude obligations that are payable to the band or to families or individuals

within the band.

As with the 1963 bill, it is contemplated that the claim will be "by a band". There is no

discussion in Outstanding Business that a distinction should be made between breach of treaty

obligations payable to bands, band officials, families or individuals. To exclude a claim like

Beardy's current one from Outstanding Business it would have to be argued that:

• non-fulfillment of a treaty obligation to pay an individual is a breach of a right that

is in substance strictly individual rather than constituting a right of the band;

• under Outstanding Business the band has no standing to submit a claim to

Canada on behalf of an individual who is possessed of such a substantively

individual right.

In construing Outstanding Business, a number of contextual factors and interpretive principles

might be kept in mind. Outstanding Business was drafted and released by Canada - after

submissions from First Nations, which Outstanding Business claims to have accepted in part,

30

31

Supra note 25 at para. 20.

Ibid at para 7.
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but not fully32 - rather than being a negotiated agreement. Even modern land claim

agreements, negotiated to a conclusion by parties with expert advice, must be construed

consistently with the "honour of the Crown".33 With Outstanding Business, Canada was doing

the drafting. It chose reasonably broad terms in which to speak of the categories of claims and

standing to bring them under its policy. Canada could easily have put in whatever qualifiers and

exceptions it wanted. Outstanding Business provides no indication that there would be a

parsing of treaty rights into categories such as "individual, family, officials or collective".

Outstanding Business mentions annuities in a manner that does not distinguish annuities from

other considerations paid by the Crown, and that makes no distinctions between those treaties

that distributed a sum to the band as a whole as opposed to those that distribute to individuals:

"As Upper Canada began to feel the effects of settlement after the American War of

Independence (1775-1783), many land cession treaties were made with the Indian

people for the surrender of their interest in the land. Initially these involved one time

cash payments, but in later surrenders, such as the Robinson-Huron and Robinson

Superior treaties of 1850, the Crown undertook to set aside reserves and to grant

annuities and other considerations for the benefit of the Indian people.

Following Confederation, 13 treaties were concluded between the Indians and the

Government of Canada. Eleven - the so called numbered treaties - extend from the

Quebec border, covering all of northern Ontario, and across the Prairie Provinces into

northeastern British Columbia, southeastern Yukon and the Mackenzie Valley in the

Northwest Territories. Most post-Confederation treaties in what are now the Prairie

Provinces were made before the provinces came into being or provincial boundaries

were finally determined.

Features common to many of the western treaties include the provision of reserve lands

gratuities; annuities; medals and flags; clothing to chiefs and councillors; ammunition

and twine; and schooling where requested. Treaty No.6, covering central

32

33

See Ibid at 25, "The policy as now adopted by the government, while not meeting in full the wishes
of the Indian people in the area of specific claims, will clarify procedures and liberalize past
practice."

Quebec (Attorney General) v. Moses, 2010 SCC 17 at para 118, 1 SCR 557, Binnie J.
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Saskatchewan and Alberta, also provided for a medicine chest and for assistance during

times of pestilence and famine.,,34

Claimants and potential claimants among First Nations had to make decisions whether to

submit specific claims under the Outstanding Business policy or initiate other alternatives such

as litigation. Statutory limitation periods may in fact now bar many claims in the courts where

the First Nation filed, or was planning to eventually file, a specific claim under Outstanding

Business, in which time-related technical defences (statutes of limitation, laches) are expressly

excluded. Moreover, the whole purpose of Outstanding Business was to address grievances

arising from Canada's earlier failures to live up to the honour of the Crown. Given these

considerations, it might be argued, the reasonable expectation of First Nations in reading

Outstanding Business is that Canada would construe and apply it in accordance with the broad

language chosen by Canada concerning categories of claims and standing; and that Canada

would not raise expectations and then dash them by seeking to exclude claims on technical

grounds, such as the alleged lack of standing of a band to bring a claim in respect of annuities.

In 1992, after the protracted and at times violent confrontation at Oka which was connected with

a specific claim, Canada, by Order in Council, established an Indian Claims Commission

("ICC").35 The ICC was authorized to conduct inquiries and report on specific claims within the

meaning of Outstanding Business. The terms of reference for the ICC, as amended, do not

shed any additional light on issues of scope of admissible claims or standing under Outstanding

Business. The Indian Claims Commission would issue a series of reports, some highly detailed,

over the years, but only one of its cases appears to broach the issue of whether annuities

payable to an individual can be filed by a band as specific claims and in the Nekaneet case, that

report was released in 1999. 36

34

35

36

Supra note 25.

PC 1991-1329, as amended by PC 1992-1730, the Consolidated terms of reference can be found
online at University of British Columbia Indian Chiefs

<http://gsdl.ubcic.bc.calcollectlfirstna1/importlother/oiclOCPC/PC1991-1329-ConsolidatedTerms.PDF>

Indian Claims Commission, Report into the Claim of the Nekaneet First Nation Agricultural and
Other Benefit Under Treaty 4 Inquiry (Ottawa: Public Works and Government Services Canada,
1999), reported (1999) 11 ICCP 91, online:
<http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2012/gtrpc-rsctclRC12-1-1999-11-eng.pdf?>
[Nekaneet].
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In the meantime, in 1998, a joint task force of officials from the Assembly of First Nations and

Canada released a report37
. It proposed a model bill to address specific claims. Proposals on

the categories of claims and standing to bring them were as follows:

'What claims may be filed

10. (1) A band may file with the Commission a claim based on any of the following that

the band claims has resulted in damages to the band:

(a) a breach by. or non-fulfillment on the part of, the Crown of a legal obligation.

including a fiduciary obligation, that arises from a treaty, under any law of Canada

pertaining to Indians or lands reserved for the Indians, from a unilateral

undertaking or under an agreement between a band and the Crown;

(b) a breach by the Crown of a legal obligation, including a fiduciary obligation,

that arises out of the Crown's administration of Indian moneys or other assets;

(c) failure to provide compensation for reserve lands taken by the Crown or any of

its agencies under legal authority; and

(d) fraud by employees or agents of the Crown in connection with the acquisition

or disposition of reserve lands.

Consent of Minister

(2) If the Minister consents, a band may file a claim based on the breach or non

fulfillment of an obligation referred to in paragraph (1)(a) or (b) that the band claims

might result in damages to the band.

When other proceedings

(3) A band may not file a claim if

37 The Joint First Nations - Canada Task Force on Specific Claims Policy, Report, November 25,
1998, [1998 Joint Task Force Report] online: Schwartz, supra note 6 <http://www.specific-claims
law.com/images/stories/specific_claims_docs/02-AFN_APN_Docs/RptJointFN
CanadaTaskForceSCPolicyReform1998.pdf>.
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(a) there are proceedings that are based on the same facts and that are before an

adjudicative body;

(b) the band and the Crown are parties to those proceedings; and

(c) the proceedings have not been adjourned generally.

Who may bring a claim

11. A claim may be brought forward only

(a) in the case of a band referred to in paragraph (a) or (c) of the definition "band"

in section 2,38 by the Council of the band or, if there is no such Council by a

representative of the band who is appointed by it in accordance with the

procedures of the Commission; and

(b) in the case of a band referred to in paragraph (b) of the definition "band" (in

this paragraph referred to as the "former band"), by a representative of the former

band who is appointed by it in accordance with the procedures of the Commission

and with the consent of

(i) the Council of the band of which the members of the former band are

currently members, or

(ii) if there is no such Council, a representative of the band who is

appointed by it in accordance with the procedures of the Commission."39

The proposed section 2 reads as follows:

"Band" means

a) a band as defined in subsection 2(1) of the Indian Act,

b) a group of Indians that was recognized as a band under the laws of Canada, or whose
ancestors were so recognized, and whose members are members of a band referred to in
paragraph (a) or (c); or

c) a group of persons that was a band as defined in subsection 2(1) of the Indian Act that was a
signatory to a comprehensive claim settlement agreement entered into with the Government
of Canada or to any other agreement specified by the regulations.

Supra note 37 at page 7.
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The categories of claim in the 1998 Joint Task Force Report are the same broad ones set out in

Outstanding Business in 1982, and include breach or non-fulfillment of a treaty obligation. The

1998 Joint Task Force Report discusses extensively the issue of other exclusions from the

categories of claims - including very large ones and those arising from aboriginal title. There is

no indication of any discussion, however, concerning any wish by Canada to exclude claims

relating to annuities payable to individuals.

The concept that a band can bring a claim is similar to Outstanding Business, although former

bands are now eligible. It is clarified that when filing claims to the proposed new Commission,

there must be approval by a band councilor comparable authority.

The nature of the claim is framed in language that varies from that in Outstanding Business.

Under the 1998 Joint Task Force Report's proposed bill, a claim filed with the Commission must

be with respect to "damages to the band".

There is no discussion in the 1998 Joint Task Force Report that clearly explains this choice of

language. The introductory discussion refers to:

"The proposed Tribunal, on the other hand, would be a last resort. It would be a quasi

judicial body available to make a final binding determination on the validity of claims, on

discreet legal issues that prevent progress in negotiations or on compensation to be

awarded claimants in lieu of damages to First Nation communities.''"'o

The meaning "in lieu of' appears to be something like "in respect of' or "equivalent to". In any

event, it may be that the framers of the report intended to emphasize the need for "damages",

because there was no intent to provide for declaratory relief; and once the word "damages" was

inserted, it was considered appropriate to clarify that these involved damages relating to a band

and not to a third party.

It seems unlikely there was any intent by the framers of the 1998 Joint Task Force to introduce

a concept that would effectively exclude many claims from being brought that were admissible

under the terms of Outstanding Business. In discussing the wish of federal officials to exclude

larger claims from binding adjudication, the 1998 Joint Task Force Report states:

40 Ibid at page 8
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'While the federal side has presented the problem at the task force table and has

indicated a wish to explore options which might exclude larger claims from the Tribunal

process, First Nation representatives are not comfortable discussing any Exclusion of

lawful obligation claims. ,,41

The 1999 Indian Claims Commission Report touched on the issue of whether annuity claims

come within the scope of the Specific Claims Policy.42 The ICC suspended its consideration of

the case after Canada agreed to negotiate the claim, and expressed no opinion on its merits.

The claim was primarily about denial of benefits considering the provision of agriculture

implements, but partly included claims that at least for many decades Canada had not made

annual annuity payments to members who had declined to relocate to a new location for the

band that Canada had proposed. Canada's position in Nekaneet was as follows:

"As the right to annuity payments is personal, DIANO stated that the Specific Claims

Policy did not entitle First Nations to advance claims on behalf of its members. "Any

outstanding annuity payments that can be recovered by living members of the First

Nation, must be recovered by these members directly." To initiate that process, OlAND

provided information for contacting the relevant official. A separate official was identified

for the purposes of bringing a claim for treaty annuities for deceased band members.,,43

Some time after the 1998 Joint Task Force Report, Canada indicated to the AFN that the

consultative phase of its discussions with the AFN were over, and Canada would now proceed

to draft a specific claims bill on its own. In 2002 Canada introduced in Parliament and secured

the adoption of the SCRA. It draws on a number of ideas from the 1998 Joint Task Force

Report, but also contained major departures that the AFN considered unacceptable. These

included:

41

42

43

• providing that Canada could appoint and reappoint adjudicators on the proposed

Tribunal, who served short terms of office, thereby undermining confidence in their

independence;

Ibid at p. 12 [Emphasis added].

Nekaneet, Supra note 36.

Supra note 36 at page 112.
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• multiple opportunities in the system for Canada to delay indefinitely the ability of a

claimant to proceed to the adjudication stage;

• the introduction of a monetary cap on the size of claims that could access the

adjudication stage.

The bill was never proclaimed into force in light of stringent condemnation from the majority of

First Nations' organizations who spoke out on the bill.

The SCRA contained some innovations on the formulations in Outstanding Business. The

definition of the categories of claims was as follows:

"Admissible claims

26. (1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), a first nation may file with the Commission a

claim based on any of the following grounds, for compensation for its losses arising from

those grounds:

(a) breach of - or a failure to fulfill - a legal obligation of the Crown, including a fiduciary

obligation,

(i) that relates to the provision of lands or other assets and that arises from an

agreement between breach of - or failure to fulfil - a legal obligation of the Crown,

including a fiduciary obligation, the first nation and the Crown or from a treaty,

(ii) under any legislation - pertaining to Indians or lands reserved for the Indians - of

Canada or of a colony of Great Britain of which at least some portion now forms part

of Canada, or

(iii) that arises out of the Crown's administration of reserve lands, Indian moneys or

other assets of the claimant;

(b) an illegal lease or disposition by the Crown of reserve lands;

(c) failure to provide compensation for reserve lands taken or damaged by the Crown or

any of its agencies under legal authority; or

1522421\8\47110.2
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(d) fraud by employees or agents of the Crown in connection with the acquisition, leasing

or disposition of reserve lands.

Exceptions

(2) A first nation may not file a claim that

(a) is based on events that occurred within the 15 years immediately preceding the

filing of the claim;

(b) is based on a land claims agreement entered into after December 31, 1973, or

any related agreement or Act of Parliament;

(c) is based on an Act of Parliament or agreement that is mentioned in the schedule,

or an Act of Parliament or agreement for the implementation of such an Act or

agreement;

(d) concerns the delivery or funding of programs or services related to policing,

regulatory enforcement, corrections, education, health, child protection or social

assistance, or of any similar public programs or services;

(e) is based on any agreement between the first nation and the Crown that prOVides

for another mechanism for the resolution of disputes arising from the agreement; or

(f) is based on, or alleges, aboriginal rights or title.

When other proceedings

(3) A first nation may not file a claim if

(a) there are proceedings before a court or tribunal other than the Tribunal that relate

to the same assets and could result in a decision irreconcilable with that of the claim,

or that are based on the same or substantially the same facts;

(b) the first nation and the Crown are parties to those proceedings; and

(c) the proceedings have not been adjourned.
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Among the innovations here is that the phrase "first nation" is used, although the definition is

very similar to that of "band" in the 1998 Joint Task Force Report. The categories of admissible

claims involve in every case a First Nation seeking "compensation for its losses". There is no

evident reason to view this phrase as meaning something significantly different than the 1998

Joint Task Force Report's "compensate for damage to the band".

Another innovation is that the SCRA includes, in s. 26(2), a whole list of exemptions. Notably,

none of the exemptions relates to claims concerning treaty benefits to individuals, families or

officials, rather than to benefits that pertain to the nation as a whole, such as ownership of a

reserve.

Concern over the potential exclusion of annuity claims is not an issue that generally appears to

have emerged in the extensive critique of the SCRA from the First Nations' side.44 It is entirely

possible that it had not occurred to those studying the bill among the claimant community that

the phrase ''for its losses" would be used to attempt to exclude such losses as annuities payable

to individuals or families.

In 2003, while it still appeared possible that the SCRA would be proclaimed, Canada issued a

report entitled "Resolving Aboriginal Claims - A Practical Guide to the Canadian Experiences".45

44

45

See for example the testimony of the National Chief and the legal advisor to the Assembly of First
Nations, Bryan Schwartz, on November 28, 2002, House of Commons, Standing Committee on
Aboriginal Affairs, Northern Development and Natural Resources, Evidence, (28 November 2002)
(Chair: Raymond Bonin) online at Schwartz, supra note 6:
<http://www.specific-claims-Iaw.com/images/stories/specific_claims_docs/07-leg islation/Bill_C
6/H_oCC/Committee_Meetings/Evidence/Nov28-2002. pdf>

The author of this report was able to find a brief reference to annuities in the testimony of Chief
Roland Wilson, at a Senate Committee, on June 4, 2003, that "B.C. Treaty 8 First Nations have
apprOXimately 30 claims in backlog under review in the specific claims process. At least 22 of
these are related to unfulfilled treaty promises regarding land in severalty, agricultural implements,
livestock, ammunition and twine, and annuity arrears. Aside from treaty land entitlements claims,
we are not sure that any of these will fit the Bill C-6 definition of a claim. We have over 20 claims in
various stages of research." While a mention of annUity arrears does appear in his list of
uncertainties, the explanation he provides about exclusions focuses on the lack of express mention
of unilateral undertakings as a basis for claims, the reference to "lands and assets" and the specific
list of exclusions in s. 26(2) of the Specific Claims Resolution Act. He does not mention any
particular concern over the issue that annuity claims under certain treaties can constitute an
exclusively individual right for which a band has no standing to file a claim.

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, Resolving Aboriginal Claims - A Practical
Guide to Canadian Experiences, (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2003) online: AANDC
<http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100014174/11 001 00014179>.
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It does not touch upon the issue of any potential distinction in the treaties between individual

and collective rights. In its review of the numbered treaties, they are mentioned together:

"Between 1871 and 1921, the Crown entered into treaties with various Aboriginal groups

that enabled the Canadian government to actively pursue agriculture, settlement and

resource development of the Canadian West and North. Because they are numbered 1

to 11, these treaties are often referred to as the "Numbered Treaties". The Numbered

Treaties cover Northern Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and portions of the

Yukon, the Northwest Territories and British Columbia.

Under the Numbered Treaties, the Aboriginal groups who occupied these territories

ceded vast tracts of land to the Crown. In exchange, the treaties prOVided for reserve

lands and other benefits such as agricultural equipment and livestock, annuities,

ammunition, gratuities, clothing and certain rights to hunt and fish on unoccupied Crown

lands. The Crown also made promises regarding the maintenance of schools on

reserves, or the provision of teachers or educational assistance to the Aboriginal groups.

Treaty NO.6 also included the promise of a medicine chest. ,,46

Nowhere in the report is a distinction between individual and collective treaty rights mentioned,

let alone the possibility that the former is excluded from the specific claims system. The

definition of specific claim in the report is as follows:

"Overview and Policy Rationale: Canada's Specific Claims Policy was established to

allow First Nations to have their claims appropriately addressed through negotiations

with the government, rather than going through the courts. Claims are accepted when it

is determined that Canada has breached its lawful obligation to a First Nation through:

• the non-fulfillment of a treaty or other agreement

• the breach of an Indian Act or other statutory responsibility

• the breach of an obligation arising out of government administration of

First Nation funds or other assets

46 Ibid at page 4.
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• an illegal sale or other disposition of First Nation land by government."47

In 2005, the Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench issued its decision in Soldier v. Attorney General

of Canada and Bone v. Attorney General of Canada 48. A class action was brought on behalf of

all Treaty 1 and Treaty 2 beneficiaries. The claim was that the annuities should be valued

according to the current purchasing power of the historic annuity amounts set out in treaties, not

their nominal value. The trial jUdge had to rule on whether to certify the action. He concluded

that the right to an annuity was a collective right that could be asserted only by First Nations,

and not by individual members. Accordingly, the request for certification was rejected.

Canada had argued in favour of this conclusion. According to the judgment at first instance:

"The Crown submits that it is plain and obvious that the plaintiffs and the individuals they

purport to represent do not have standing to advance these claims. It says that treaty

rights are collectively held by the successor bands to the signatory tribes. As such, the

right to challenge the interpretation of the treaties vests in the beneficiary collective,

namely the bands. Since the proper parties to determine the treaty interpretation issue

are not before the court, it is plain and obvious that the actions cannot succeed.

The Crown also asserts that, although treaty rights are collective, they may be exercised

individually. The fact that the right may be exercised individually does not change the

fact that it is a collective right.'t49

The Court notes that:

"The Crown submits that a personal right to receive annuity payments under a treaty

would be a right to claim where there had been non-payment, as opposed to a claim

relating to interpretation as to entitlement which affects all beneficiaries. ,,50

After canvassing of the case law, the court agreed.

47

4B

49

50

Ibid at page 10.

2006 MBQB 50 (available on CanLlI) [Soldier].

Ibid at para. 31 to 32.

Ibid at para. 39.
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The decision to reject certification was then appealed to the Manitoba Court of Appeal. It found

that there was a 'low threshold' for permitting an action to proceed - it must not be 'plain and

obvious' that it would fail - and that:

"Given that low threshold, I believe the judge erred when she held that the plaintiffs had

no standing because entitlement to the annuity under Treaties NO.1 and 2 is a collective

right for which an individual may not sue. Quite simply, the law in this area is not

sufficiently clear to conclude that it is beyond doubt that the action could not succeed at

t · 1,,51ria.

The position of the Crown in Solider appears to contain a very important qualification not

contained in its submissions in Nekaneef'2. At least when the issue is a court proceeding,

rather than the scope of Canada's specific claims policy, the Crown was prepared to admit that

the band - indeed only the band - could bring an action concerning the interpretation of a treaty

annuities provision.

How the Crown's distinction would work is somewhat unclear. If the issue were indeed treaty

interpretation, would the Crown admit that the band could not only bring an action to interpret

the treaty, but also to recover damage? The answer, at least from the position taken by the

Crown in Soldier3 appears to be yes, inasmuch as the claims in Soldier were amended to

include only a claim for damages, the Crown argued that "these actions should be brought by

the successor bands to the signatory tribes".54

Is the Crown's position therefore that a claim concerning annuities can be brought in court

exclusively by individuals if, and only if, it is a claim for damages and no issue of treaty

interpretation is raised on either side? This distinction by the Crown concerning standing in the

Courts would supplement another distinction proposed by the Crown, which is that treaty

51

52

53

54

Soldier v. Canada (Attorney General), 2009 MBCA 12 (available on CanLlI), at para. 46.

Supra note 36.

The position of the Crown for the purposes of this report is inferred from the case reports; the
author of this report has not examined the Crown's written submissions or oral arguments at any
level in the Soldier case.

Supra note 48.
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benefits are different in character - they are personal or collective - based on whether the

benefit is paid directly to an individual, rather than a chief or a band. 55

Some observations might be useful here about the inconclusive nature of the cases concerning

whether annuity claims can be brought by an individual.

A trial court in Papaschase56
, suggested that an individual can bring an annuity claim directly to

court. But this was obiter, and the court in Papaschase does not clearly hold that only the

individual can bring the claim, as opposed to the band having a concurrent right. As noted

above, the same Papaschase court discusses the right of an individual to bring an annuity claim

in the context of other situations where the individual's right to proceed may be concurrent, e.g.,

a band might bring an action with respect to a government measure that infringes on treaty

hunting rights, but an individual can raise the treaty right in a defence to a prosecution.

The trial court in Soldier held that where there is question of treaty interpretation involved, only

the band can bring a claim.57 It is not clear that the court of first instance actually takes any

position on whether an individual, and only an individual, can bring a claim for "nonpayment"

when there is no issue of interpretation involved. In any event, the court's views in this respect

would be obiter.

The Manitoba Court of Appeal in Soldier found the law unclear on whether a band, and only a

band, can bring an annuities claim to the courts involving the interpretation of a treaty.58 It did

not even decide this point. It does not speculate on whether an individual, and only an

individual, can bring an annuity claim where no issue of interpretation is involved.

55

56

57

58

It would be interesting to know how the Crown views benefits that are paid to a chief or a band
where the amount depends on what individuals are actually doing - such as engaging in
agriculture. This point will be pursued below, in light of s. 15(1)(2) of the SCTA, which expressly
contemplates that at least some claims can be brought under the treaty provisions concerning the
distribution of agricultural implements. Under the treaties, the number of implements that must be
distributed to the band is directly tied to the number of families engaged in agriculture. Or would
the Crown argue another allegedly implied distinction, which is that a treaty right to agricultural
implements that is distributed to a band but is contingent on the number of families engaged in
agricultural is personal, but a treaty right to agricultural implements that is not so contingent is
collective?

Supra note 20 at para. 175.

Supra note 48 at para. 55.

Supra note 51 at para. 56 to 59.
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To sum up on this point, to return to the terminology of the three conceptual models set out at

the beginning of this analysis:

• There is considerable authority that treaty rights are in general substantively collective,

and only a band can bring to court a claim that a treaty has been breached;59

• There is some authority suggesting that in some respects, the right to bring a claim is

concurrent - e.g. an individual can raise a treaty hunting right as a defence to a charge,

even if the band can generally assert treaty hunting rights in court as a collectivity;60

• There is authority from the United States courts that at least some annuity claims are in

substance collective and that only a band can bring them;61

• There is no clear judicial authority to the effect that the bringing of an annuity claim

under a treaty, included one of the numbered treaties, is exclusively individual. As

noted, there is an obiter statement in Papaschase62 that non-payment of a treaty annuity

can be the basis of a personal claim in court, but even that statement, read in context,

does not rule out the possibility that the band has a concurrent right to bring to court a

claim that one or more members have not been paid an annuity.

As noted earlier, the issue of whether a band can bring annuities-related claims under

Outstanding Business was raised before the Indian Claims Commission panel in Nekaneet, but

not decided.

There is no public record, at least that has been found by the author of this opinion, that

suggests that any of Nekaneet, Papaschase or Soldier - or the issue they raise concerning

standing to bring annuities claims - were in the contemplation of either the AFN or Canada when

discussing the development of any ofthe 1998 Joint Task Force Report model bill, the SCRA or

SCTA.

59

60

61

62

See e.g. Soldier, supra note 48 at paras. 45 to 48 where case law is reviewed.

Ibid at para. 50.

That Portion of the Cayuga, supra note 21.

Supra note 20, at para. 175.
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Justice at Last

In December, 2006, a Senate Committee released Negotiation or Confrontation: It's Canada's

Choice. 63 It advocated for a new system for resolving claims, including access to an

independent Tribunal, and identified "moral", "economic", "historic" and "legal" imperatives for

doing so. In 2007, extolling the benefits of reform in similar terms to the Senate Report, the

Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs released Justice at Lasf4, its action plan to reform the

specific claims system. The document called for improved processing of claims within the

federal system and the creation of an Independent Claims Tribunal. There is no indication of

any intent to narrow the categories of claims that can be filed. The definition of "specific claim"

offered is in the same broad terms as Outstanding Business.

"Foundations of the Specific Claims Policy:

A "specific claim" is a claim made by a First Nation against the federal government

relating to the non-fulfillment of an historic treaty or the mismanagement of First Nation

land or other assets. Only claims submitted by First Nations are covered by this policy.

The government recognizes that a specific claim exists when a First Nation establishes

that the Crown has a lawful obligation because it has:

• failed to uphold a treaty or other agreement between First Nations and the

Government of Canada;

• breached the Indian Act or other statutory responsibility;

• mismanaged First Nation funds or other assets

• illegally sold or otherwise disposed of First Nation land.'165

Included is the concept that only a First Nation is eligible to bring a claim, an idea already

contained in Outstanding Business, but nowhere does Justice at Last engage in any discussion

63

64

65

Supra note 26.

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Specific Claims: Justice At Last, (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2007)
[Justice at Last], online: Schwartz, supra note 6
< http://www.soecific-claims-Iaw.com/images/stories/specific claims docs/05
Fed Govt Docs INAC etc/INAC (lAND) AINC/SC Justice at Last. pdf>.

Ibid at page 3 [Emphasis added].
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of such issues as whether certain breaches of treaty rights should be seen as infringements of

individual rather than collective rights. Rather than indicating a more restrictive approach,

Justice at Last characterizes its purposes as "taking action on Outstanding Business"66 and

states that 'While these major changes will dramatically improve the specific claims process, the

fundamental principles of the Specific Claims Policy will not change.,,67

Canada re-engaged with the AFN to develop language for an act to establish the new

independent Tribunal. The AFN had to work with the "pillars" established by Justice at Last,

such as accepting a cap ($150 million) on claims that could access the Tribunal and foregoing

the creation of a Commission (as proposed by the 1998 Joint Task Force Report) to oversee

"stage one" of the system, the pre-Tribunal process in which Canada assesses and in some

cases negotiates claims. Working within those constraints, there was close collaboration on

working out the specifics of the new legislation. In fact, the preamble of the SCTA states:

''The Assembly of First Nations and the Government of Canada have worked together on

a legislative proposal from the Government of Canada culminating in the introduction of

this Act."6B

The definition of "specific claim" under the new SCTA for the most part follows the counterpart

sections in the 2002 SCRA69 (which was repealed, having never been proclaimed into force):

"14. (1 )Subject to sections 15 and 16, a First Nation may file with the Tribunal a claim

based on any of the following grounds, for compensation for its losses arising from those

grounds:

(a) a failure to fulfill a legal obligation of the Crown to provide lands or other assets

under a treaty or another agreement between the First Nation and the Crown;

66 Ibid at page 8.

67 Ibid at page 12.

68 Supra note 3.

69 Supra note 2.
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(b) a breach of a legal obligation of the Crown under the Indian Act or any other

legislation - pertaining to Indians or lands reserved for Indians - of Canada or of a

colony of Great Britain of which at least some portion now forms part of Canada;

(c) a breach of a legal obligation arising from the Crown's provision or non-provision

of reserve lands, including unilateral undertakings that give rise to a fiduciary

obligation at law, or its administration of reserve lands, Indian moneys or other

assets of the First Nation;

(d) an illegal lease or disposition by the Crown of reserve lands;

(e) a failure to provide adequate compensation for reserve lands taken or damaged

by the Crown or any of its agencies under legal authority; or

(f) fraud by employees or agents of the Crown in connection with the acquisition,

leasing or disposition of reserve lands.

Extended meaning of "Crown" - obligations

(2) For the purpose of applying paragraphs (1 )(a) to (c) in respect of any legal obligation

that was to be performed in an area within Canada's present boundaries before that

area became part of Canada, a reference to the Crown includes the Sovereign of Great

Britain and its colonies to the extent that the legal obligation or any liability relating to its

breach or non-fulfillment became - or would, apart from any rule or doctrine that had the

effect of limiting claims or prescribing rights against the Crown because of passage of

time or delay, have become - the responsibility of the Crown in right of Canada.

Extended meaning of "Crown" - illegal lease or disposition

(3) For the purpose of applying paragraph (1 )(d) in respect of an illegal lease or

disposition of reserve land located in an area within Canada's present boundaries before

that area became part of Canada, a reference to the Crown includes the Sovereign of

Great Britain and its colonies to the extent that liability for the illegal lease or disposition

became - or would, apart from any rule or doctrine that had the effect of limiting claims or

prescribing rights against the Crown because of passage of time or delay, have become

- the responsibility of the Crown in right of Canada.
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Extended meaning of "Crown" - other

(4) For the purpose of applying paragraphs (1)(e) and (f) in respect of reserve lands

located in an area within Canada's present boundaries, a reference to the Crown

includes the Sovereign of Great Britain and its colonies for the period before that area

became part of Canada.

Exceptions

15. (1) A First Nation may not file with the Tribunal a claim that

(a) is based on events that occurred within the 15 years immediately preceding the

date on which the claim was filed with the Minister;

(b) is based on a land claims agreement entered into after December 31, 1973, or

any related agreement or Act of Parliament;

(c) is based on an Act of Parliament or agreement that is mentioned in the

schedule, or an Act of Parliament or agreement for the implementation of such an

Act or agreement;

(d) concerns the delivery or funding of programs or services related to policing,

regulatory enforcement, corrections, education, health, child protection or social

assistance, or of any similar programs or services;

(e) is based on any agreement between the First Nation and the Crown that

provides for another mechanism for the resolution of disputes arising from the

agreement;

(f) is based on, or alleges, aboriginal rights or title; or

(9) is based on treaty rights related to activities of an ongoing and variable nature,

such as harvesting rights.
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Limitation

(2) Nothing in paragraph (1)(g) prevents a claim that is based on a treaty right to lands

or to assets to be used for activities, such as ammunition to be used for hunting or plows

to be used for cultivation, from being filed.

When other proceedings

(3) A First Nation may not file a claim if

(a) there are proceedings before a court or tribunal other than the Tribunal that

relate to the same land or other assets and could result in a decision irreconcilable

with that of the claim, or that are based on the same or substantially the same

facts;

(b) the First Nation and the Crown are parties to those proceedings; and

(c) the proceedings have not been adjourned.

Restrictions

(4) A First Nation may not file a claim if

(a) it is not claiming any compensation;

(b) it is claiming any remedy other than monetary compensation; or

(c) the amount of its claim exceeds the claim limit."

[Emphasis added]

The concept of "compensation for its losses" is the same as with the SCRA (and again,

conceptually very similar to the 1998 Joint Task Force proposed language, which was

"damages to the band"). The same broad language and concept concern breaches or non

fulfillment of treaties is used, copying the language of the 2002 SCRA, the 1998 Joint Task

Force Report and Outstanding Business.

There is one innovation of considerable interest to analyzing the issues in the Beardy case. The

list of exclusions now extends to a claim that is:
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"15(1 )(g) is based on treaty rights related to activities of an ongoing and variable nature,

such as harvesting rights."

This new exclusion is immediately followed by:

Limitation

(2) Nothing in paragraph (1 )(g) prevents a claim that is based on a treaty right to lands

or to assets to be used for activities, such as ammunition to be used for hunting or plows

to be used for cultivation, from being filed.

The framers very clearly had in mind the provisions in the numbered treaties that provide for

ammunition or agricultural implements to be provided to First Nations. At least some of these

were seen as being the SUbject of claims that could be filed under the SCTA. As noted earlier in

this report, many agricultural implements provisions distribute them on a variety of bases. Here

is the text of Treaty 6:

"It is further agreed between Her Majesty and the said Indians, that the following articles

shall be supplied to any Band of the said Indians who are now cultivating the soil, or who

shall hereafter commence to cultivate the land, that is to say: Four hoes for every family

actually cultivating; also, two spades per family as aforesaid: one plough for every three

families, as aforesaid; one harrow for every three families, as aforesaid; two scythes and

one whetstone, and two hay forks and two reaping hooks, for every family as aforesaid,

and also two axes; and also one cross-cut saw, one hand-saw, one pit-saw, the

necessary files, one grindstone and one auger for each Band; and also for each Chief

for the use of his Band, one chest of ordinary carpenter's tools; also, for each Band,

enough of wheat. barley, potatoes and oats to plant the land actually broken up for

cultivation by such Band; also for each Band four oxen, one bull and six cows; also, one

boar and two sows, and one hand-mill when any Band shall raise sufficient grain

therefor. All the aforesaid articles to be given once and for all for the encouragement of

the practice of agriculture among the Indians.,,70

As noted earlier in this opinion, implements are variously distributed to the band on the basis of

one allocation for each family actually engaged in agriculture; one allocation for every three

70 Supra note 24.
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families actually engaged in agriculture; one allocation to the entire band, regardless of the

details concerning individual families. It seems very unlikely that the framers of the treaty had

any intent of creating different categories of rights (family based, every-three-family-based, band

based).

It also seems very unlikely that the framers of the treaty thought that any fundamental distinction

arose in the nature of rights depending on the details of how they were distributed; could there

be any real difference in the nature of the carpenters tools promise compared to the cross-cut

saw promise, due to the fact that the former is distributed "to the Chief' but there is no specific

language about the distribution conduit for the latter?

If it is assumed that all the promises in the agricultural implements clause can be the subject of

a specific claim, then it might be asked whether it makes any sense, in terms of the intent of the

parties to the treaty of their internal logic, to view the promises of annuities payments as

categorically different because the distribution is on a per capita basis (rather than family, per

three family, or per band) or because the treaty says with reference to the conduit of distribution

that it will be paid "to each Indian?" It is questionable whether the framers of the treaty intended

that it could only be fulfilled if money was personally handed over to each man, woman and

child (including babies) rather than handing it to, say, a father or mother bases on the number of

individuals in the family. The framers of the treaty were actually rather flexible and indefinite

about distribution methods in other respects; Treaty 6 provides that that the payment each year

would be "duly notified to Indians and at a place or places to be appointed for that purpose

within the territory ceded".71
72 73

71

72

Ibid.

In testifying before a Parliamentary Committee on Bill 6, Chief Lawrence Joseph of the Federation
of Saskatchewan Indian Nations, interpreted the SCTA as clearly applying to annuity claims under
numbered treaties:

'What I do agree with is that this bill facilitates closure of long-outstanding business in terms of
specific claims, not only as they relate to land, but there are also bands in Saskatchewan that they
call rebellious bands, which have some treaty things that were not covered. They were denied
treaty payments, annuity payments for instance, for many years because of the allegations that
they went with Louis Riel when he was fighting the government at that time. So the allegations
have to be tested. Again, I think Whatever's going to them will fall under this umbrella." 9th

Parliament, 2nd Session, House of Commons, Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs and
Northern Development, Evidence, (3 March 2008), online: Schwartz, supra note 6
<http://www.specific-claims-Iaw.comlimages/stories/specific_claims_docs/07-legislation/Bill_C
30/H_oCC/Committee_meetings/Specific_to/Evidence/mar3-20OBe.pdf>.
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Application of Legal Principles

The SeTA identifies in the categories of specific claims "breach of a legal obligation" arising out

of a treaty, and suggestions in relation to compensation that:

20. (1) The Tribunal, in making a decision on the issue of compensation for a specific

claim,

(a) shall award monetary compensation only;

(b) shall not, despite any other provision in this subsection, award total

compensation in excess of $150 million;

(c) shall. subject to this Act, award compensation for losses in relation to the claim

that it considers jUst, based on the principles of compensation applied by the

courtS?4

The preamble of the SeTA recognizes the value of resolving specific claims and thereby

promoting reconciliation, but also states that: "there is a need to establish an independent

tribunal that can resolve specific claims and is designed to respond to the distinctive task of

adjudicating such claims in accordance with law and in a just and timely manner".75

There appears to be a strong argument, therefore, that in determining whether a First Nation

can bring a claim to the Tribunal in respect of annuities distributable to individuals, the SCTA

would be decided in accordance with legal principles applied by the Courts.

73

74

75

There is no plausible basis, it might be noted, to argue that the framers of the SCTA, by expressly
mentioning in s. 15(2) that "cows and ploughs" claims can be brought, somehow intended to signal
that annuity claims cannot. The "cows and ploughs" clarification was inserted in the context of
limiting the potential impact of the novel exception in SCTA, in s. 15(2) for "rights of a variable and
ongoing nature, such as harvesting". Ammunition and agricultural implements can be used for
harvesting and the framers of the SCTA made it clear that claims for failure to provide them can still
be filed. Annuity rights, in contrast, in no way relate to "activities of an ongoing and variable nature,
such as harvesting". They are distributed in pre-defined amounts regardless of how well or poorly a
community or its members succeed in harvesting or other economic activities.

Supra note 3.

{bid [Emphasis Added].
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This analysis has suggested some ways that the courts might approach the issue, looking at

precedent within Canada, the language and purpose of the treaties, and analogies from

international and labour law.

Conclusion

The historical review of the development of the SCTA, in the context of the policies, court

decisions and legislation that precedes it, does not reveal any record of Canada, or its chief

partner in legislative development, the AFN, specifically turning their minds to the issue of

whether there is a category of treaty breaches concerning annuities in some treaties that are

outside of the category of 'treaty breach' claims that can be filed under the system. The concept

that a band may claim compensation in relation to its losses is not new to the SCTA, but carried

forward linguistically from the SCRA, which in turn is conceptually consistent with the 1998 Joint

Task Force Report. There is no evidence that the author of this report can find that suggests

that the drafting of this language of the SCTA in any way reflects a specific concern to exclude

some annuity claims from entry to the system. As noted above, the 1998 Joint Task Force

Report indicates that the AFN participants were generally opposed to narrowing the category of

claims that can be brought under the category of breaches of lawful obligations. Outstanding

Business had earlier mentioned annuities as among the promises of the Crown in the numbered

treaties, and not raised the possibility that some annuity promises are to be considered strictly

individual rights and so are outside of the scope of the government's specific claims policy.

There is a potentially significant signal to the resolution of this matter in s. 15(2) of the SCTA,

which makes it clear that the parties did contemplate the eligibility of at least some claims being

made in respect of the agricultural supplies provisions of the numbered treaties. This report has

questioned whether it can be true to historical intent, the language of the treaties, or their overall

logic, to divide into different categories (individual right, family right, trio of family rights, chief

rights, band rights) items within the agricultural provisions clauses or to distinguish annuities

from any of those items. It has been suggested that all the benefits can be viewed as integral

parts of an overall agreement in which the band exchanged some of its collective rights, and it

might be anomalous to leave a band in a position where it has no remedy for a failure to receive

the reciprocal consideration.
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5. ~i~ r,:.iYht.S:,.tr,'Ill!i 1nul) HO'Vll;n~

6. Boily II • \D~-A M,lling
- Tac;an I' SilJl~X: \ 'alL'" l1ftl:vt.cr Nahon
8. Sine/tn' \I l.a~ Sc MQ1till Fi,sc ;.JIllion

9. Sinclair v Lak St Mmtill First \Jation
10. Bied? :;:"cki ... \1ishk.;ego~01nan~ Fml l\m ,on
1J, Rundt v L,I"" Sc Maltin First ;../al1on
I~, Ho11lt~malln II ;\1/ Rig Towmg SaI~cc

/3, Tr,;vmc I) Lake ~t \1ori1n H"illlh ~'7'ILC.J

/4. AD V.~lltul~Sof Lind..'l1 II ,\ntonl!rion

/5. \{lmkman " .'\n~l/li7J"Ia','" Mmo,A"oIN'in
If',. C1~rtis I'. \/1, Ri~ TC)\llng S<'li~,"';\)

1 '7. Curtis I' .• \U Rig T owiT.'g Sm'k"
18. G<n~ral ,\dation I' Grmh:S

19. Prol'ider b:p;css l' Uutcha k
20. Olltilhl" ,.. TeL Tldl1S/XI1T

~/. Nau~ ..' Uods Lak: hrsr i-Janon
22. K(n! l' Dn(f"ro Poml First Nuttoll

23. F.~hlll CPRail Pf.2
~4. Fchrv CPHail
25. L)ndl alldl 'n;!(d Gratil G,.01''<I,;

26, Husltie and Hollow \X!au" First ~ation
:7. Ct,It!:n:!L and AI'10ld Bros
28. U~13h!llall ·!1a1lS!XRI. am! \4udd/
~9. 296(1941 Mmlitobu Ltd
30. PH Foods and Swan
3I. Manitoba Id.:·phonc Sys«'m PoliCY GrklJallce

32. l\:oth: Dam.: Mr,tli"I! l':,I.l.ifll: [Jnil;'\o 19B ([lid Smith
33. Dom,nion Brid~~ C'-:Jmpany and &dnO'lskl
34. \V<,stfair footls an:l naU:w.
35. Uqrwr L'o7Jl'roi COlli mission of .\1anll~ba a7Jd {'.rach
36. Gate:u'.l~ Indu.smes lmd Shdds
3 -:'. Manitoba GO'\7n,i1.:lIt El,IP!u: ,,-s .11ltl. \1 noU
38. Maple Leaf Foods O1ld MCL'allum
39. Dame Medl'id \":1$ino t.'nic 1\'0, I9flll1ld Smith
-IV. Wcstfr.ir 1'-0<'11 anti Dalkic
41. \'wona O~"I<':l-'lJ Hospital and Passky el al

5
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2010
2010
200"
2(X10

2007
2(\()7
2000
2005
200<:;

2004
2c1(l4
2('(J4

2004
2l"<'4
2 ()(14

20c..'4
2003
.!()OJ
!.l'{)2
2C\'2
2001
2(1(1]

2000
191)8

19\'6
[096
1995
1994
] 91)3
199]
1993
1993
1993
I 99;~
l')92
I Qr12
19°2
1992

1"9L
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AWARDS

I -nr.-,niW Comhirl.lti< In M{ rit .\W;\,J ji:,r ~"cdl. tho '

l'niY~r.;ity Combination Merit Av.aro for exc~llencl.

1 'niveNit·, M"rit Aw:m:llor ...,cdlt'nc~ in Rl;S\:,m.'h, SchoLrly ~'ork md Crt>.ttivp
Activiti...s
RH lrutitute A",-aro fur Excellence in Rt'~earch in the Humanities
()ifici"l nutninr·: oft Tniwrsity of Manitob.:.. for ('..;ul.lJ un Prot, s.or of thL Y,. .:.r
l\1iver.ity of~1allitob~Annuall.)utrea~hA\\ard

TEACHlN,; (AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPM1~NT)

COURllhS TAU&lff CURRENTIY OR PREVlUUl>LY

2001
P~)~)

1'"'98

1°89
1<'()4

1oPO-1~1l,)1

152242118\47110.2

LAW377t) -labour-Man..lp-ement Relations
I.J\WWSO - Intt·m..t & E-ColllldL'n."
LAw 337t) - Legislative Precl's3
LAW 1460 - Constitution."l w.w
LAw 11(Jt1 -l 'ontmets

LAW 153t) - Legal Sptem

1..\W3014- Int> Nll\tion,•.l Tmd,· L.I\

l.AW3t1 1l-lntemation..<1 Bllsine.!~ Ll'W

1.•i\W 3741) - Int,·m.,ti'.lli·~l I_t',,,

INTERNKIlONAt AND COMl'All.."\"Il'v'E Al'PROACUbi;'rO LAw, Visiting proic.ror;u the lnv.rdisdplin:lry
Center 11..diY"I, lsmd :Z01.1.

COURSES ANI) RESOURCES DEVEWI'FD AND ADMINISTEIU 0

L:\W.J014 -lnternaIJorh'1 Tr.\.1(, Law: A look ll. UlL law and polky lx,hind world ,md rq!lonal!.nde
[1 l!l'.." ..menl,; , f.'cl.I.-.in\!' in p,uticl.lhtr Oil C.,n"d.,·~ IT'lI.d,' rd.;l!on·,

L,\WlI.H2 -In!.. nl\tiun,'] f'l.I~in,·,·, tr.ms.I,:lk,n<: Thh ·'Ollr-J,. "cplo\"L~s ,h,,: l.Jw .,Ulc1l'r,H"k,Lli'i, '.\ of
cros:··bcm:kr t.ransactions, including examin.iny. cros;~ulttl1'al i3~U( ", and th.. interaction of dirt('I'"nt
k·~,\l ,)~t,-"m~ in d elllba!u.:.J ~collomy;

l.Aw 3980-lnternt.:t & E-Comm'-'cce: \VitI, itlkmational trnd., ,nd bU;;itl( ss incr"asingly
'Xlndul"tt d I 1. ,rrc)l1k",lly, rhi- ,XlUrsc rn ,vid..• t IOuk ,It t.l1lc l·'~.jl.,n,l ..nd ,I ir'lplk 11 ion· uf ,hi" n· w

world,

MrsHPXIUt -l~rad and lnkmational WW Slimmer Progr,tlu: .\n introdu..:tion to the I,ra<:1i \..gal
sptdlllmd int.-'mariona! I"w - deliv;.:tx:d l\t 1khfl~W llniv, r,ity in J•. ru'alull. D(~liv:',r"d in ~,1iIy

2011 and 2012.

6
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GR\DUATE SUPERVISION

O'l'eyi(..'O, Oldkwlk ~012

Enn.ltill:; All...raft Emissir;n in tlte Global Carbon T,.ade Mark .t: An AppfIlual of
th.· ,,,uun~ J.:~al R, '''In•• and Imt~ic"Ll.Vt15 (In Pt""::f."')

Daf".lull, Ru·~d 2012
Co.optil"~ OJflrynr.hr Policy;. \ War Thcor;., Ecvn1mlics and Rllel'1I"lC (In Pro!::r~>s)

j.lltO, Lucky Btj". Z011
Tlk" I.;IW and Pl,l(~ice of Ptv.;"-ct Piwm," ill P,inlu Elltutn"is,.

Signorelli. AndrEa 2010
'[11<; D.. 'ils LIke OmLOV(!3J; W'k Cafl«da eln1 rh~ Unit..·c/ StelL,., ~~...d a N.:;~· bilm·.. ,al
l. 'nel.::mandmg in Li.~llC of Uk, 5'oh.mg Law of hlt...1natiotJal \"'(!at<r

BlI,.'lk·rt, M,:l'loi 2('0Il

WnrcmH3 \'fod'Lls;.\ Crillc.(!L R.:.vio."!l" of :/r, Law R,.o.m!i1'~ F.ler.frv1llc El1t~t;.'ce

Monitortn~ in 1\on·L 'nioniad \'(1rrrkplaCL.i in C,tnllda

\VI~itsman, f.mni 2()(lo
Till' mltic:ipokrf tIC« oj II.:,. Tlk'siJ ToPIc: is; Trade.Rdakrf ,'lSt,<,cts of InLdb:tuc,[
Pl,J{l<1·ty 1fRI PSi A~h; .·m~nt a.nd. \ce,.s Iv Pahnwl ~.1~di,.n,~sill f)1'1:,J.opiag OmnL1i,s

Urmono\', Nodirhk 200,i
IntcrnClfional. \nri.Comp,:tiriw Practices in the rUroly.nrst C.:nn,ry: Vcaling ~l it;! Int" nation,ll
C'an.::!bltion Pl·J.:!i<.·cs Afft'cting Intmrot;oiwl Tmete

Kim, ~,101rhj ~OOu

Allc'r.:ssillg \("'lIhlesses in A,,;an Inf/:ten~(l c011ttllnmw£ StmT4,'!"ics: Tl~' ·;w..Tlwliollal

l-kalth. Trade d D.:"dopm, nt 1SS1!es

Li, TS\l.C11l'1"lt' (Clivii'll 201~4

DamlJing (mel th~ AlIIi·Duml)ltl~ Agrc:nllt~t

M.:lf\h:, Erin 2004
lL<II'I'S. 1,-~iumncy; Pawali011, _~"C, ~sion, and. tI~ Ro/.; of th,· SUPh.lII( Cuurl (If CanwlCl

Pmre, \krrell·Ann 2004
Imc'rnatintlal Tro.ldL~. \.~l .....m.~u and :\bo,i~I1lClI \'VeltL'!' RUlXs; Ho1(' Lit.: "Jafra
Thr.:llk;l$ the ifemou, of the Crou n

7
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PUBT.,ICt\'nONS

;\d,.1itted but Exdu<:kd
(Asp.: r RE:Vicw oflnt. mational Businc-':,s :lnd Trade u.w, Wumit:ep)

RC\itoili;;ing Manitoba.
(Frr'llti,·,. C"nlr<: (,'T Publk Pl)[ky, \'(Iinnip lr)

V"luing C,l1:m.dians with Darh, Rettie
(La\\, l'()mmb,ion of L~nadao utld.wa)

I '\.;It B,,~t HQp,: (l111-h:.;· s.x·\·~si()n -Lin<:oln'.; L'·'·om f"'T ('<Ul"d,.
\ r ..meron Booh In('., C.u~ry)

Optlnl!' In!
(V\./).U!eur PfE."SS, ; -lull)

Still 'Thinking
(Vo~.\",:ur PI\ SJ, Hul.l)

F"tlwming M,;\.'ch L·h·
(L;~g(,l Rc",\,.trch [m.tillltl, l:ni\'\ roit" ofManitL,ba, Winnip_,d

Fir~t Principh..·. S"'c,~nd Th()u~l1t<

(Institute fur RL"',-an:h on Public Policy. Montreal)

Hrst PrincipbJ
"-•.'\ie'cn'; Illstituli"n oflntt..rJo\emm-:ntal Relations, Kinf(ston)

BollKS EDITED.

2011

2011

200.3

In85

152242118147110.2

SclW',lrt~, B. ed.,'Hle RighC3 of Indige1lous P.:opks: PmPecti\',:j from CQrnp'mtnw C!rld

lnlC"ll1llLional LaH' - ~ :Olscbook (Asp,r R·.:vkw l)f [nt,crn,ltion••l Busim-,••Ifld

Tr"ci", L\\\')

S<:I1\'<lrt~o B.• Pozioo J_, Zylb"rnl.Ul., L., •. J<.• r,.am:Iu,I!: LN' R4011ll: Tllkmmwnal

PmPeC!ive3 011 CTWtill~ a Mamwb<l StatUI<:

Proc"t>din"~ of the 2008 Franchis/o ww Symposium (Asper Re\ iew uf
Int'Tn.,ti, .nnl f\ll$in;';~ .ud T r,lcl(;; J ;M... ,- "J<0 V",ltII11·.' 8 ,.,f lh.- Asp"r R,:ovi':w)

8

2011
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ACADEMIC ]OURNAI,S EDnhD.

Manitoba Law Journal

V"lum<' ."~-1 (VlJlum~ 36-1 Forthcommll)

Co Llitar.inGiri4

t'ndcrneath the Golden Boy (all annu.a! ~'i:n(w of pohtu:al.lau:J
\'oluolt,,t 1-8 (Volunk (\ Forthculllior.)

FOUlldinf, aad O..:.nt:,al Editar of

Asper R(~\'ie'wof InWll\.:tiOl i,11 Business. 'nd T r<l(k L\w
Vulumes 1-11 (Volume 12 Furthcoming)

f(Jumlif1~and U<'iI<1a( Editcn'

ACADF..-fiC ARTICLES AlmIORED,

....~., :..f.i. "'-'I~'--'( h'· ,'-. --: ..... ,1,

2011,

2000-

1522421\8\47110.2

All ot the joum.11 articles are refered. An asterisk indic,k; a conren..nc.' paper.

1. '~'oodward's E,tat.:: as :.Jon-Constitutional L\w" (E'78) 41....1u·~n LJ 124.
,I. 'nli" "rUel.. won the Law (1964) Pri:•. I'~)r hc~t pUJ.>I." by,., Qu("m', ,tud,. nt.

2. ·Oule1"l.l Nat:imlo11 Al1rt.(~nwnt; "t''h-.. Le~~\l Sam,timl f()l' C01\STituUOtliJl R(lf()1'fll in Om"da"
(l()8116 Qu\",n'; LJ 51.3,

a. 'Ihis .1rtick \Va< the subj('Ct of dn cntirL C'.olumn by C~oft'rey St'.VU1·" TI«: l:1lob.. U
Maa, April 2°, ( ,'"'' (;,

3, •After the Fall: An Analy'jg of Canadian L~gal Claims for DalOJ.p,'l" Caused hy Cc,;mos 954'
(1082) Z7 \1,~Gill LJ l'7l;

a. OttE'n< to publi~h this artjcl,~ Weft' also r{"~,eiVt'd Frum YIlk S[;u!:e:s i:l IX arid Public
~r.d~'1'l\nd II-v, Hllwt.l;·dJe,1i.1nal ,,{ [nU1'1la(i.?llcd LIt<.

4, "Choice efLaw in Tort;: On.:Hure Time for tht' RC'ad" (1982·8.3) 12 t<1an L,I175.
n print, J i.n h.:.rd,~O\'·,. r coll."2tioo of ""J.~;. [S5It.:.l iTI Tort Law. puAisho....:l by C."\r:.wdl.

;, "Th" Patriation Retcr~nce5and the Idea of Catuda'with John \x·hyr.e
d. (l082,8.3) 8 Quc.[) 's LJ 1'i8,
b. Analysis of th" \xltri"tion theorit'1 de\doped in the provindal COUfts of !\pputl

,:luring tl'-l Pat.riatioll cd;\<. s of 1081. This rx'v·:r llppc.\r"d in .\ .'l'(·d..tl ,x,ll,ctio', I of

papers on th" Constitution in the Qlhxn's UlW .1CJlt1/wl in Spring, 1083, .U1d \'i,'.,
...dopt<od fMfepuhlk.ttion in Canada ,.. l'olu.uhst.mrtin<, C"r.w.'l\.\1t thuen (1(\84)

6, "'1 he Chartl;r.md Due Proce~s' (Pap"r deliver.cd at Isaac Pitblado Lecturc:;,l(83),
Puhli~lvd in PithldJO 1,.,:'Cttl1" • .31 pn,duc·.J by the M;ulitoh. I m. ~,)'i,'ty*.

7, 'Mmc. ~omments on Dr. hicd"nberl?'s C,\,nicism" in DJ.k Gibson & JllJ1Lt K Baldwin, "d3,
1.l1V' in .1 C':'ni{'cll Sod,,~' (I 08'i, L::tfS\""ll) "t 4:!l'.

8, "A ~1editatiol1 of tlartleby' (11)85) :~ OSf'\)ode Hall LJ 441.

a. A ~tl:\I\, of th,· pr"hh·tl1 I,f lilCfilry .md I· liul iUI ·rpr,··tnti,J!1. j...."~l.I~ilH:: ,.lll H"l'm,ln

Mt·lville'" ;hart stury Bartkb,l.

9
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9, '1 h::- Uther ~ction 23" (10.86) 15 Man LJ 347, expounded uron in I<zply ro CritiC5. (1<11)7)

1,;'MAnLJ 117,
10. "Th.. Charter .md the; Uom,.stk Enfo1\7em,:nt Ll.w· (P8?) 16 M.m LJ 140 with \..Jordon

Mclntush.
.1.1. "0""1'11,' Cn,lllt on F.n~lish Sr,."udn'l Justic. "(.1987) hi Mom LJ 7 ,.
12. "Fear '.Uld Loathing on tIK ClJmtitutional Ag....nda: M,,\.'Ch Laki;l. Fre,: Tvdc and th,: Future

of Politic'! in C'.m•.da" (1088) in John D. Whyt" .Uld 1,U! P.'iJ,ch, '. d.. Rtfonmng c.mad.1! Thr
Mu>ning of the Mc(,.:h Lak A,cccml (Jlld tit<: fh"~ Tmd.:. \g1,', Ill<:nl 1m' tho C,alla'nan Star,,- .tt 15.

13. "Refashioning Mu'Ch Lak..,· (l<'8~') 18 Man L) 1~\

a. ·n1.i~ .,rtide pro!,o~ed th" "2anada cl,iUs,," \\·hkh lata iQrmed a kty;ton" of the

Chal'll.,th tUWIl AO::':0rd,

14. "Let G.mada be Swlt:crland Alroimt Comociationallsm" (lJapel" d,liver~d at the
PT')Cl"lin~, ..\"I,Ull!ll;'~'- I "I.\{ oin,l til...• Sto.t>· (.\.lIIt:'r< nm, FAi mOll l.>ll. M;.y 1°89 (publi~h.:d

by the C.,nln.. for \.';Qn,.litulion.nl Studi<:;:, l Jni':...r,ity of .\lb('rta.

15. "L,n\,;"lI"g,,: .Hld M"dll.:.k,,' Ibid.
16. "A ~paratc Aboriginal Justic( Systi.'m?' (l990) 1" M.m LJ 77.

17. "/\ tripi, -F S.n.lk!" in Lom·: 111,21. •• d. M• ...:h I 'il;~ /{n:omiik1cd (H ull: V"Y"':("'IT PublLhinl!.
1:'89) at ::5.

18. '\,)Ul:hoT'S SupT"mc C.,lUrt. Rr"lll(',~h" in L,,1'o(; In21.·. ~xi. \-1.:.:ch I.'lk,.· R.~ 'Jl1SI(](1,'-1 (Hull:
VO)'dgcur Publishing, 1931.1) dt 33.

19. ~\I·•.-d:Llk~ Ch.LIl~e~ will 1>.: In'-,\;~'I.>jbiL' in LDnlC [ne-lL, cd. \-i.ech url.e
R~cnnside'L~ (I lull: V,.IH~eur Publi.hing, 11"\8~) at 81.

20. "Annual Filst \1inhlto::T"- Conf.',vn,~:'S" in !..om,· [n.~l" ed. 'vl-:a:h Ulke RfC'HUid(.:"d (Hull:

VU\~lgo'lI1' Pllblisllin~. 10/0) .,1 41.

21. 'The Inalknable Ri~ht to be Ali,·nated' (1"190) 40 UTLJ 477
22, "Individuals ..mel Cumllltlnity" (l°80) 7 JL & Rdigion l' I.
23. "lnti·matiun.11 Ur~(\niz ..ti.:>M: \'{/hat }"'1..k0' Th"m Wor!:>" with l:-Jliot Le"·.n (1 n~~2) 30 Clln

YB 1nt'l L 165.
2·1 "Civil I n" rti'~.11lJ PuhHc lilqllirid" (P.IP·T J ·liv.'1" J .• t l..nnc Pit.hl,l.d.:. l."~:lun .1. J0rxl).

l'ublished in Pitblado Lectures 1°°0 produced by the Manitoba bw S'1ckty-.
25. "Dick"-o:m all Fdualism: n\\~ FiT$t Pri.ndplt··; od-li~, Jurisprudcn,:.,· (Ion l):W M;m LJ 47,.
26. "The Intl:rpr·..tation ofTr.-atks· (1(102) T1\~aty Flvl' COt\/~l:t nc~e Pro,~.~,~.:Ijng.-

27. "TIll. <I"n",r.,1 S ')1"(. cliThin\:[s, D,·Ip'.,f1\\llIkw ~m,.l tl1•. CnlJrt~'in FTl1nk C'a-,idy, ,\[,',l1ginal

title ill 51l!uh Cohnuhw: D<l~al11ulLk\l' ". ttt<: Qtw:ll: p'lX.,;o:dltlgs of a l:01lfo:"wcc hdc1 S,pkmk, 10
fR 11,1991 (F,:mi.:: Oolidun Boob .U1J Th\! lru,tituh. f()r Rt "."rch ot\ Public Poliey, IOQ:

at 161.
28. "Culada Cnl)nl~t B" Hdd Tng,·tfwr by Ch.'ph I' (J 1'~)2) in ElI.~IrJh Canada Sp.ilks Our.

Doubkday.it .HS.
29. 'On ChC.K)~i1WJlIdg.:~· Ot.idl.·s llnd P"rt;'1'l1l(:r~; or Phil""oph':l-:i :\I\d Sng, s!' (100 2) 17

(lucCIl'S LJ 479.
30. "A \k;'N F•.Jer..ll R(JI\: in nllildin~ th,~ Sodal Sa(t.-ly;\[, l[or Di~a.bk-d Pt,NHn" (l~'c)3·109-f)

22:' ~1an LJ ~n<;.

a. ALv part ot .pc,nsc.rcd .tud~· by federation of Can..di.1I1 socil.-Ue-. l~r dbabled
p'.r ns,

10
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31. "As~ ...ssil1'! tlw \l!T!"m"ot 01\ Intl'!mal Tmd,.: Th., Cas.' j:1T a Mur.: P,rr,'ct Union" in

DOlll!t.\S BT\l'; n & ]vllath..,n Ro~, ",15, Tn~ Still': of lh" P.·.:l,·hlliml, (Kingston: Qlle,:'n'.
Institute ofIntcl'govemm£nt.ll ReLlt.iom. 1"(~5) at IBO.

32. "Visible Fedf·!OI.lism: A Str;J.k'~- f;)T th~ Federal OllV<'nlment in the Aftermath utth\:
R..fm-ndum" (H-x1o-1qn7) Z4 ~1;>n leI ""~3.

a. This paper Wd~ also formally submitted to th~ fud"rall.~abino.:tby So',nator Pkm::
D\.b.tn,~, ,md hy tllP. ,1lHhur t.u til, 5< IMh. Cl,mt.li!H'!1 "11 COll,litution.

33. 'Humanitari.m Inten;ention' (19°6) StratLidc Studiu C,mbl\.nc,: Pro""din,TS, I )ni';"rsitv
oO,1:mitoba*

34. "Acro.s th", Gr' ..\t Di\'id~: Th, Division "fPow,;r o\,('r Labour Rdat[;.m among F,,·d(,nt.l,
Pl\)yin.:iaJ and Aburi!l'indl Oowrnments' (l006) C,umdian P.,r Assodl1.lion*

35. "NAFTA R '$, n-'•.llions in lh,' .'\n·d ofJ-'ktlth em:' (l0n7) 'i l·k.llth LJ 9"'-
36. "A 1-10dd Dalar;\tion on the Ripht ofSccc:~ion'with SUS.lll \X:.lywood (l~)08) 1l1'Y [nt'l

L Rt'\·l.
37. "HmV' P,)ssibl" [n\'rt,.l'(·~ in the Scap,", or th,' ,\~""mlnt on [nteTn••1Trade' WOlllc1 Aft~ct

the Health .md Soci.J.I &lVices Sectors" W)i)8) 7::' Health L Rev 3"
38. "Tho: Pr<cVl ntatiy,-, Function of S..,~tion 15 of thL CllllTl,:r J.nd lh.· D:l.n&" r Certific"tion

S:.tem" t109~1·2000}27:1 M.m LJ 115.
39. "Puhlic Inquiri·."· (E'''8) 40:1 Call Pub Admin 72.
40. "LawFrs and the Emt:rging World LOlUtitution" (200l) 1 Aspe-r Rev ofrnt'J Bus & '1 r..de

1.1.
41. 'An Effici nl and ~implifyingApproach to l..:rcating a Balanc.xl r L\A: I..-Unin.. ,md

P",slin~ From Olhe1'Tn.airs ..lllJ [n,tit'llkHl$' (200111 A;I'\.1' R\.\ uflnl'l Bus & Tr..-l\h L
33.

42. "Linking LabmJr, tho Eilvir,m"l"nl. .lnd I hunan. Rig:ll~ tll th,· r:TAA" with .lame3 Mer':ll!'Y
(2001) 1 A.pcr Rc": "flnt'l 13m & Trdck L '7,
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